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LETTERS 

More Memotech 
assistance 

reader recently showed 
сопсет that he had prob- 

lems getting his MTX512 to 
function correctly and that he 
was having difficulty finding the 
answers to his problem, 

| . You published the address of 
the Memotech Owners club 
(thanks!) at the bottom of the 
letter, It has now changed to 
that printed below. Your reader 
rang and we advised him that 
his problem does in fact lie with 
his monitor as the machine 
worked perfectly well on 
another TV. 

| have heard from Ron Glad- 
win of UK Home Computers, 
who said that you had given him 
a lot of trouble over this affair. | 
think therefore that it is best if 
try and clarify our working 
arrangement 

UK Home Computers is in the 
business of selling cheap home. 
computers, with a service that 
is hard to find when buying 
more costly equipment, let 
alone the cheapest on the mar- 
ket, Technical support and soft- 
ware help can not be free with a 
machine of this price, so quer- 
ies of this nature are passed on 
by Ron to the Memotech Own 
ers club, where we will do our 
best to listen to any problems, 
most owners tending to think it 
is worth the £7 investment in 
joining the club to ensure con- 
tinued support 

So, for what amounts to £50, 
anyone can buy a cheap com: 
puter and a year's membership 
to a club which is dedicated to 
helping them. | think you must 
agree, that this is not a bad deal 
for your топеу! and certainly 
not a group of people out to 
make a ast buck’ and then 
disappear into the night. 

PR Eyres 
13 Copse Road 

Townhill Park 
Southampton 

Tweaking the 
joystick 

|aving bought a Quickshot II 
Turbo joystick for my Am- 

strad CPCs, | returned home to 
find it didn't work. 

When plugged into the joy- 
stick port the input given was a 
constant 32 (a number not 
usually possible with a joystick). 

| returned it to the shop, 
thinking | had a ‘dud’ joystick, 
but that wasn't the case, since 

my replacement worked in ex- 
actly the same way, 

| opened the joystick up and 
played around with some of the 
connections. The answer was 
simple - just unplug the end 
wire, the red one (which isn't 
soldered in), wrap a bit of tape 
around the connection to pre- 
vent it touching any part of the 
circuit. 

Lee Barton 
Runcorn 

Abandoned 
project 

have been trying to find a 
software supplier for the 

Commodore 64 who stocks Pro- 

ject Planner and other Brain- 
power titles. Unfortunately, 
neither Triptych Publishing, 
which originally marketed the 
product, nor Collins Educational 
which took over from it, any 
longer sell Brainpower software. 
Do you know of anyone who 
does? Or, alternatively, could 

you recommend anything 
Similar? Your advice would be 
greatly appreciated. 

A J Barker 
Southampton 

The editor replies: Oddly 
enough, ! actually came 
across the Brainpower range 
on sale in a service station 
just outside Peterborough on 
the A1! 

Following your letter, 
we've made fairly extensive. 
inquiries of wholesalers and 
dealers to try to track down 
the supply to this one shop, 
but to no avail 

If any wholesalers or 
dealers are reading this, and 
have Project Planner in stock, 
do let us know and we'll pass 
the message on. 

Let's hear it 
for Centec 

thought | would just write to 
tell you about Centec Elec- 

tronic Systems Ltd, of Kent. 

My husband went to a com- 
puter show in London where he 

bought several items for himself 
and friends. He then purchased 
some discs (two packs of 25) 
worth roughly £20. He started 

‘on his way home only to find 
he'd left the discs on the 
counter, 

When he arrived home | 
phoned Centec on the off 

chance that they may have 
found them. A lady said she 
would phone me back on Mon- 

day, which she promptly did. 
The discs hadn't been found, 

but she said they would send 

my husband one disc as a 
‘goodwill gesture. 

Today, a pack of 25 discs 
‘arrived. | thought though this 
deserved some thanks, so | am 
writing to tell you. What a very 
nice gesture from Centec. They 
needn't have bothered need 

they? Well done Centec. 
Mrs Duncan Dunlop 

Mid-Glamorgan 

Silicon 
implant 

would like to inform your 

readers of a great new fan- 
zine called Silicon for Spectrum 
and C64 owners. The price is 
only 40р, so if anybody wants a 
copy they can send a cheque or 
postal order (along with a SAE) 
to the address below, 
We promise same day des- 

Patch and, for the first 15 or- 
ders, a free poster. 

Andrew Hall 

129 Cheadle Road 
Cheddieton, Nr Leek 

Staffs ST13 7HN 

Magic Button 
addenda 

|'d just like to clear up a few 
points about my Magic But- 

ton article (Popular, August 21) 
which have arisen in some of 
the enquiries have received. 

The chip numbering as des- 
cribed, is with the chip legs 
pointing down and looking at it 
from above. 

In step 3, the legs of the LC. 
socket are soldered to the legs 
of the Rom, In step 5 it is the 
bent pin 27 of the socket, and 
not the Eprom, which is con- 
nected to pin 28. 

If you want to do the compati- 

bility mod then you need a 
single pole, double throw 
switch with the centre pole con- 
nected to the input of the 
746574, and the other two con- 
nected to 280 pin 8 and the 
second hole up respectively 

At the moment it has only 
been tested on 48K versions of 
the Spectrum. Its effect on 128s 
is unknown 

| hope this clears up any 
misunderstanding. 

Mick West 
Shipley 

Illogical, 
Captain? 

hat are the real reasons 
for software being re- 

leased so late? Star Trek, for 
example. 

Star Trek was shown at E 
year's Personal Computer 
World show. | went into a hi-fi 

shop in Bristol in April 1987 and. 
played and watched people 
play Star Trek in the shop and 
the game was finished. 

But when | phoned up the 
shop, | was told that it was not 

out yet. What's going on? 
K Barlett 

Bristol 
To be fair to Telecomsoft, the 

itself wasn't shown at 
^s PCW show, but 

videos from the original TV 
Series. 

Star Trek's problems with 
have been well 

jazine 
and include problems with 
pirate versions of the unfin- 

ished game being let loos ® 
doubt that the shop versioi 
was a finished copy - early 
demos had been released to 
the trade. 

The facts 
about Midi 

Oz thing that continually 
annoys me about the 

seemingly everlasting 16-BIT 
computer debate is the fact that 
no-one, as yet, has bothered to. 
tell the average computer per- 
son or buyer what a Midi inter- 
face actually is 

Everybody says that the 
Amiga has Fairlight sampling, 
but not to worry because the 
Atari ST makes up for this with a 
Midi interface. That, to the aver- 
age person, would imply that 
the ST can produce Amiga 
quality sound. Yes indeed it 
сап, but only after you have 
spent at least £100 on a quality 
sampler. This extra £100 having 
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meant that you could have 
bought an Amiga anyway and 
зо destroying the prices 
argument. 

What the reviewers should 
have said is. 

"The Atari ST has superb 
facilities for those with Midi 
instruments, the cheapest of 
which are usually around £200." 

| wonder how many ST users 
are marveling over the Midi 
interface without being able to 
afford a Midi keyboard? 

Finally, I'd like to know 
whether the filters on the Amiga 
are under software control and 
whether it is possible to re- 
program them to cut off at a 
higher frequency than 7 5Khz 

Giles Goddard 
Southampton 

The filte hardware con- 
trolled only, I'm afraid. 

In defence of 
Archimedes 

faving just read N A Ellerby's 
letter in the August 2191 

PCW, | would like to offer a few 
comments, 

Acorn is aiming the Archi- 
medes mainly at the education 
sector where the machine has 
already been accepted by a 
number of local education au- 
thorities, so it is wrong to say 
that it will be restricted to busi- 
ness and specialist areas. Con- 
siderable interest has also been 
shown from other areas of com- 
puting, and although Acorn can- 
по! compete with IBM's vice- 
like grip on the business market 
(can anyone?) an MS-DOS po- 
dule to run PC software is 
planned, 

In геру to the comments 
made about the machine code, 
the complexities involved in 
RISC programming (which by all 
accounts are only superficial 
anyway) will be reduced sub- 
stantially when various macro 
assemblers and other program- 
ming aids start to appear. 

Basic was supplied as stan- 
dard on the Archimedes to 
maintain upward compatibility, 
which is essential in schools 
and handy for the home user. 
The current range of Acornsoft 
languages will run under the 
6502 emulator, and RISC ver- 
sions of several of these, includ- 
ing Pascal and C, will be re- 
leased within a few months. 

The ARM js indisputably su- 
perior to such computers as the 
‘Amiga, PC or Mac, and in fact is 
so powerful that it can outstrip a 
DEC Vax 11/750 by a ratio of 
5:1. With ready-made third 

party support (from ex-BBC 
software companies), a mas- 
sive expansion capability and of 
course the incredible speed, 
the Archimedes range looks зе! 
to be а world-beater for а very 
long time. 

I'm only seventeen years old, 
and there's no way | could 
possibly lay my hands on £900, 
but if соціа, you know where it 
would go! 

Andrew Moulden 
N. Ireland 

QZ-Net lives 
оп Microdrive 

would like to inform your 
readers (especially OL and 

Spectrum owners) about the 
changes to my magazine, QZ- 
Net. 

QZ-Net now costs £1.00 
(cheque or PO to P Lavender) 
plus an SAE and a blank Micro- 
drive cartridge. The next issue 
is now available from the ad- 
dress below. 

QZ-Net still covers network- 
ing between the QL and Spec- 
trum (as well as programs, arti 
cles and reviews) but it is now 
only available on a QL cartridge. 
Please package the cartridges 
safely to avoid returned broken 
cartridges. 

Phillip Lavender. 

27 Min Y Coed 

Radyr, Carditt 

Childine 
appeal 

am raising funds for Esther 
Rantzen's charity, Childline, 

by selling secondhand soft- 
ware. May | appeal through the 
columns of your magazine to 
your readers to send me any 
Spectrum software which they 
по longer use. 

The money raised from the 

sale of games, utilities, etc, at 
ZX Microfairs will help to pro- 

vide a year round free tele- 
phone system for children in 
need. 

The sale of software to aid 

charity is not a new idea, but 
this may be the first time that 
the public have been asked to 
donate software as well as buy 
it. 

May | take this opportunity of 
thanking in advance your 
readers for responding to my 
appeal. Software should be 
sent to: Software Appeal, 4 
Kilmartin Lane, Carluke, Lanark- 
shire MLB SAT. 

William Young 
(Appeal Organiser) 

Boringly 
negative 

hy are so many of the 
letters written to comput- 

er magazines so boringly 
negative. 

Tm referring to those letters 
which usually seem to appear 
shorlly after a néw compuler 
hits the market. They take the 
form: "My Superclone BUM/PC 
is far better than every other 
machine on sale and especially 
those Twin-Commode Amigoes 
[Unicom Architecis/STs that 
everybody else has bought" 

This type of letter has recent- 
ly contaminated the letters 
page of this magazine to such 
ап extent, that some sort of 
health warning to the effect that 
reading this letters page can 
seriously make you sick should 
be published at the top of the 
page 

Perhaps the writers of such 
letters suffer from some psy- 
cho-neurotic hang-ups. 

Surely the purpose of a mag- 
azine letters page is to provide 
feedback to the editorial staff 
and to provide a sounding 
board for ideas and problems. 

Not to carry out petty, child- 
ish and in some cases vindic- 
tive, arguments about the mer- 
its and demerits of various 
compulers, which are all the 
more ridiculous when you con- 
sider that the majority of the 
writers probably use their com- 
puter to less than 10% of the 
machine's true potential 

WG Jones 
Gwent 

Your perception of a maga- 
zine letters page sounds like 
an editor's dream, but in ac- 
tual fact, a letters page is 
simply а representative se- 
lection of letters sent by 
readers, and it can't very well 
be anything else. 

Besides, debates about 
the merits and demerits of 
machines, particularly in the 
16-bit area where so many 
people are looking to up- 
grade, can be informative 
and useful, rather than “bor 

LETTERS 

Colossus on 
counter attack 

lack to Game Two this week, 
where at move 25, the 

readers, playing white, have 
elected to revert to attacking 
Black's weak pawn on d6. 

However, they've also given 
Colossus time for some counter 
реу with its queen moving to 

A free vote 
How do you think the readers 
team should respond now? 

Send your suggested move 
toeitherinter- Mediates (Popular 
Chess), Freepost, Saw- 
bridgeworth, Herts CM21 9YA 
(no stamp needed) or Popular 
Chess, Unit 2, The Maltings, 
Sawbridgeworth, Herts CM21 
ОРО (with a stamp). 

Only one vote per person 
please, and all entries must 
reach either address by 
Wednesday, September 16 

The move which gets the 
most votes will be entered into 
the game, Results and Colos- 
sus's response will be pub- 
lished in two weeks time. 
Next week we return to Game 
One, where the readers are 
playing black: 

Game Two 
The moves so far 
hdc 
280-13 
E 
ricer 
ШТ 
Nos dê 
Toss ome 
095-21 Nr 
эма 

10821-92 
Mane 
fàKeigoo BEC 
13081582 * 
зенаат Needs 
3 Reboot 
3686-95 O66 
17 Bye — 
— ват 
198 erat 
LET неса 
— Ren 
22000-03 кав 
2304245 PIS 
0554 — 
25093-03 отав 

р ин 
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Bumper price cuts on 

Amstrad's machines 

The 1512: back to its original price 

THE projected price cuts and 
new bundles on Amstrad's 
computer range (see Popular 
Computing Weekly, August 28) 
are official 

The PC1512 series, the PCW 
machines and the Spectrum 
Plus 3 will all be reduced in 
price with effect from Septem 
ber 23, the first day of the 
Personal Computer World 
show. 

The previously announced 
price of £249 for the Spectrum 
Plus 3 has been widely criti- 
cised as uncompetitive, particu- 
larly when compared to £299 for 
the Atari 5205ТЕМ and the cur- 
rent £100 off voucher scheme 
оп Commodore's Amiga 500. 

Amstrad has now dropped 
the price to the trade, indicating 
a new retail price of £199 to the 
customer 

The PC1512s will each be cut 
by £50 - which brings their 
prices back to their original level 
at launch last year. The entry 
level 1512, with single floppy 
disc and mono monitor will now 
cost £458.85 (£399 plus VAT). 

While the higher specification 
РС15125 have proved more ро- 
pular than the lower level mod- 
els, Amstrad has also decided 
to delete the 20Mb hard disc 
version from the range. 

The integrated business soft- 
ware package, Ability, by Mi- 
gent, will be bundled with the 

machines, as well as four US 
Gold titles; Bruce Lee, Tag 
Wrestling, Dambusters and Psi- 
5 Trading Company, Amstrad 
hopes that this move will place 
the 1512s firmly in the home 
market, and guide business us- 
ers more clearly towards its new 
PC1640 range 

The PCW machines, the 8256 
and 8512, will have their prices 
cut to make room for the forth 
coming PCW9512. 

The single disc drive, 258K 
Ram 8256 model looks set to 
retail = inclusive of VAT -~ at 
£343.85 (from £458.85), while 
the dual disc, 512K 8512 will 
соте down to £458.85. 

This means that the new 9512 
will be slotted into the series at 
the VAT inclusive price of 
£573.85. The 9512, which has 
already been launched in the 
US, will get its first British airing 
at the PCW show and will go on 
sale immediately afterwards. 
The machine features an im- 
proved keyboard and display, 
and a daisywheel printer. 

New machines have also 
been announced in the PC 1640 
range, so that almost all possi- 
ble permutations of colour or 
mono monitors, single/twin flop- 
py or hard discs wil be 
available. 

Lastly on the new hardware 
front comes the DMP 1 03500, а 
24-pin dot matrix printer with 

letter quality (60срѕ) and draft 
(160cps) modes, which will cost 
£399. 

© Amstrad has also announced 
that it has acquired the US 
distribution company Vidco for 
around $75 milion (about £5 
million). 

Vidco is Amstrad's sole dis- 
tributor in the States - the 
company having moved to 
Vidco from the retail giant Sear 
earlier this year. 

Like most British computer 
companies, Amstrad has found 
the going tough in the US mar. 

ket, with the 1512s, PCWs and 
CPCs failing to achieve major 
penetration of the market 
Commenting on the acquisi- 

tion, Amstrad chairman Alan 
Sugar, said, “This will give 
Vidco the means to become 
highly competitive and at the 
same time have the resources 
to capitalise on the market's 
potential. 

"We have lea he US 
market is very competitive and 
frankly there seems no room for 
a middle-man distributor, some- 
thing which our friends Dixons/ 
Silo would never tolerate. 

Popular moves to 
new offices 
POPULAR Computing Weekly is 
moving next week. It has been 
bought, along with its sister 
magazine ST Update, by Focus 
Magazines, publisher of Your 
Computer, Putting Your Am 
strad To Work, Which PC? and 
QL World, among others. 

The titles will be moving to 
Focus's offices in London SW1 
from September 14, and Popu- 

Christina Erskine: “a good op- portunity for Рори/аг'= 
expansion” 

lar editor Christina Erskine was 
quick to assure readers that the 
magazines will still appear in 
their present form, but with 
some improvements. 

We are looking forward to a 
prosperous relationship with 
the new company,” she said 
last week “It's a good opportu- 
nity for Popular Computing 
Weekly to expand and provide 
the readers with a bigger and 
even better magazine.” 

Focus group publisher Paul 
Coster is pleased with the 
move. “Popular Computing 
Weekly and ST Update will fit 
comfortably amongst our other 
tiles," he said 

The high regard in which the 
titles are held will help us to not 
only confirm our position as one 
of the fastest growing magazine 
publishers in the UK but will 
also give us a uniquely compre- 
hensive coverage of the whole 
computer market." 

From Monday, September 14, 
Popular Computing Weekly can 
be contacted at Focus Maga- 
zines, Greencoat House, Fran- 
cis Street, London SWIP 1DG, 
telephone 01-834 1717. 
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CBM in soccer sponsor deal and Spectrum will be getting | 

FTWAR Morpheus (pictured below) and | 
COMMODORE UK has an- bility of full league sponsorship, so E — E —— nounced а shirt advertising deal when Today newspaper pulled AE MN созрее with first division football team out of its contract HOTLINES | s'en ups Chelsea, worth £1.25 million to Commodore Germany al- Evening Star, on the other 
the club. ready sponsors Bayern Munich, hand, fer from being E Casting, ‘Commodore's пате and logo and has a similar contract with everything-in-sight type of 
will be featured prominently on the Russian team Dynamo Kiev | __ game, is a leisurely trip along 
the Chelsea team shirts for the for its matches played in |Firebird is responding to the Somerset and Dorset rail- next three years according to Europe increasing competition in the way line. This is а follow up to 
the terms of the contract. The Chelsea contract follows | budget market by starting up its the surprisingly successful 
Commodore UK has been in- Commodore's active promotion | Second budget label. The £2.99 Southern Belle locomotive simu: 

terested in sponsorship involve- of the first professional round range will be ‘slightly more up lation, It seems that the trip from | 
ment in the English football Britain cycling race. Its new UK | Market’ than the existing £1.99 Bath to Bournemouth is a real 
league for some time. It had managing director Steve Frank. | label, and the first releases are humdinger (if you're into that 
expressed а wish to promote lin is a keen sportsman, and its | planned for release within the sort of thing) 
the Full Members Cup, as well sport sponsorship activities | ext couple of weeks. Still, it's nice to see some- 
as being linked with the possi: may not end here. Car Wars is a futuristic racing thing other than shoot ‘em ups 

game for the Spectrum that also and coin-op conversions being 
includes a track constructor so churned out. Let's hope sales 

that you can design your own continue to make it worthwhile. 
racing tracks, Hyper Blob, on Sick bags at the ready for the 
the C64, is an arcade game next Infocom release, via Ac- | 
featuring the Blobpods (try say- tivision. Its next adventure, 
ing that after a couple of pints) Plundered Hearts, is heading 
= cute little sprite thingies into Mills and Boon territory. 
which have to be guided across Тһе plot sounds a little like 
a series of booby-trapped the film Romancing the Stone, | 
landscapes with you playing the equivalent 

The most interesting release of Kathleen Turner. As the 

оп the new label sounds like heroine of the piece you set off 
Ubik's Music - a budget poly- across the high seas to be with 
phonic sequencer program that your father, who is about to kick 
allows you to do ай sorts of he bucket in a big way. But in 

" complicated things with the your way stand deadly croco- 
Có4's sound chip. If it lives up to diles, rocky reefs, and the hand- Amiga Wordperfect ready Penas жыкты такы ШШ 
be an excellent buy for the olas Jamison, the hunky pirate 

| TOP-selling PC wordprocessing 'Commodore is a logical next | price captain, "When you are in his 
| package Wordperfect is now step, because the specification | Hewson has, of course, also arms you are apt to forget your | 
| available on the Amiga - and and pricing of the latest Amiga | joined in on the budget game, mission,” it says here. 

Costs £40 less than originally models make them an attractive | and its next Rack-lt release is Sticking with adventures, | 
| announced, choice for home as well as small | the Amstrad conversion of Uri- Level 9 has got a new one up 

Wordperfect, from Surrey- business users," seid Sentinel | dium (| can see CPC owners her sleeve. Gnome Ranger is 
O based Sentinel Software, is a Software managing director | rubbing their mitts together the tale of one Ingrid Bollamlow 

sophisticated wordprocessor Peter Fergusson. even now). who gets zapped by a faulty 
previously available for PC com- Wordperfect costs £300 inclu- | Uridium will be turning up on teleport scroll and has to find 
patibles, which includes a sive from Sentinel Software, | the ST as well, and is currently her way home again. The game 
115,000 word dictionary and full Wellington House, New Zealand | being converted by top US soft- will have digitised pictures on 
thesaurus. Other features in- Avenue, Walton-on-Thames, | ware house Mindscape for re- all disc versions, and а new Í 
clude multiple pull down menus Surrey KT12 1PY, telephone | lease in the States (Hewson will feature is the ‘multi-player puzz- | 
and mailmerge (0932) 231164 sell it itself over here) le’ which requires cooperation 

Z88 now in the shops verted for the ST, whilst the C64 Cliff Joseph 

SIR Clive Sinclair hosted the tures computer equipment on a 
official 'Official Launch’ for the contract basis for a number of 

| Cambridge Computer 788 last major firms, including DEC and 
Week, as the machine entered ICL 
branches of Comet and Dixons. Meanwhile, also speaking at 

The occasion also marked the launch was none other than 
the announcement of a major Lalla Ward, formerly of BBC 
maufacturing deal with the UK TV's Doctor Who. Her connec- 
Subsidiary of US computer firm tion with Cambridge Computer 
SCI UK Limited. was unclear, except that she 

Under the agreement SCI, had bought a Z88 by mail order. 
which last year had a turnover “I love it," she said. “It's the 1 
of $470 million (about £290 mil- computer for me.” 

| lion), will produce the Z88 at its Рог more on the Z88 see the 
plant at Irvine, on the west Sir Clive Sinclair interview on 
coast of Scotland. SCI manufac- page 17 
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DIARY 
DATES 

SEPTEMBER 

12 September 
North-West England 
Dragon Show & Convention 
Bishop Henshaw Upper 
School, Thornham, Rochdale 
Details: Software, 
demonstrations, clinic etc 
Price: £1.50, £1.00 
Organiser: Pulser Software 
(0706) 849189 

23-27 September 
Personal Computer World 
Show 
Olympia, London 
Details: Latest hardware 
‘software and peripherals for 
business and leisure 
computing 
Price: £3, £2 - (parties over 10) 
Organiser: Montbuild 
01-486 1951 

OCTOBER 

15-17 October 
Desktop Publishing Show 
Business Design Centre, 
Londor 
Details: Demonstrations of 
latest hardware and 
peripherals, plus seminars and 
user clinics 
Organiser: Database 
Exhibitions, 061-456 8383 

NOVEMBER 

14 November ` 
National Einstein Exhibition 
National Motorcycle Museum 

50р 
Organiser: UKEUG (0473) 
49507 

Prices, dates and venues of 
shows can vary, and you are 
therefore strongly advised to 
check with the show organ- 
iser before attending. We 
cannot accept 
for any alterations to show 
arrangements, 

NEWS DESK 

Computer ‘forgery’ 
loophole to be closed? 
A LOOPHOLE in Britain's for- 
дегу laws nearly let two multi- 
million pound computer robbers 
off scot free last week. 

Angelo Lamberti, 25, and 
John Filinski, 23, both of north 
London, were jailed for three 
years and 18 months respec- 

Integrated 7 
- upgraded 
version out 

RICHARD Bielby's Neric Auto 
mation has announced two new 
PC software products, an en 
hanced version of Integrated 7 
and Desk Commando. 

The new version of Integrated 
7 features The Twin spread- 
sheet, which, claims Neric, has 
the look and feel of Lotus 1-2-3. 
The Twin was written in C, and 
зо Neric anticipate being able 
to make regular additions to the 
program. 

Integrated 7 also features a 
graphics component, word 
processor, relational database, 
Dec VT100, VT52 and IBM 3101 
terminal emulation protocols 
and a communications compo- 
nent which supports the 
XModem protocol and Hayes- 
‘compatible modems. It can also 
be used to communicate with 
Telecom Gold. 

Desk Commando features a 
menu driven, user selected pro. 
gram library and a utility suite, 
including calendar/appoint- 
ment book, Rolodex address 
card file or database, auto- 
dialer, and a full screen virtual 
memory text editor. 

Desk Commando requires 
IBM PC, XT, AT or PC compati- 
ble with at least 192K of main 
memory and one disc drive, and 
MS DOS 2.00 or higher. It costs 
£30 including VAT. 

Integrated 7 costs £118 in- 
cluding VAT, and both pack- 
ages can be obtained from 
Neric Automation, Gunsell 
Lodge, Wood Lane, Tugby, 
Leicestershire LE7 SWE, tele- 
phone (0533) 783399/783323. 

lively by an Old Bailey judge 
last week - but only after the 
forgery charge to which they 
had pleaded guilty had to be 
quashed. 

A recent case in which a 
similar charge against Prestel 
hackers Steve Gold and Robert 
Schifreen was overturned by 
the Court of Appeal set a legal 
precedent, and means that, for 
the moment, certain acts of 
forgery involving computers are 
legal 

So Judge Kenneth Machin 
QC had to quash the guilty 
verdict against Lamberti and 
Filinski at the last minute. This 
‘means that the Crown may go 
to the Court of Appeal to have 
this area of the law reviewed by 
the Attorney General Sir Patrick 
Mayhew. 

In the meantime the two were 
eventually convicted on a 
charge of conspiracy to defraud 
- any other charges were out 

side the Crown's jurisdiction, 
since the theft effectively took 
place outside the UK. 

The north London pair had 
used a Texas instruments Silent 
700 home computer, with built 
in modem, to access the secret 
codes of Lamberti’s employers, 
Prudential Basche Securities. 

Once inside, the plan was to 
transfer £5 million pounds worth 
of Euro bonds to an account in 
Switzerland controlled by the 
international band of swindlers 
to which the pair belonged. 

Seven days is needed to 
complete such transfers. But it 
took Prudential Basche five 
days to put а stop to the theft = 
leaving only 48 hours before it 
would have been too late. 

The Director of Public Prose- 
cutions is understood to have 
thought of buying a home com- 
puter himself, when he disco- 
vered how easy such thefts are 
to organise 

Rom help for QL users 
QL USERS who often use more 
than one Rom unit will welcome 
а new switching device from 
Micro Control Systems (MCS) of 
Sandiacre, Nottingham 

Mult-Rom is a 16K Ram 
cartridge which allows images 
of several different Rom 
cartridges to be easily swopped 
in and out. 

MCS also claims that Multi- 
Rom is ideal for anyone wishing 
to develop Rom-based software 
for the QL, since it allows code 
to be downloaded quickly with- 
out blowing Eproms. 

Multi-Rom is available, price 
£58 including VAT, from MCS. 
Telephone (0602) 391204 for 
further information, 

Sir Clive Sinclair 
speaks out - p10 
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An action-packed four directional scrolling arcade game. Guide your tank through the 
heavily guarded compounds of the Agri-dus mbine, using the giant las 
solar reflectors to blast your way into the ally...to Freedom! 
Produced by Gang of Five 

Commodore 64/128 Spectrum 48/128 59.95 7 

REBEL is available from all good soft 

Please make crossed cheques or postal orders payable to Virgin Games Ltd 
and send to Virgin Games, 2/4 Vernon Yard, Portobello Road, London W11 2DX. 

PLEASE DO NOT POST COINS OR MONEY! 

O Commodore 64/128 (£9.95) O Spectrum 48/198 (£9.95) 

Name 

Address 

Total money enclosed 



THE history of Sir Clive Sin- 
clai's involvement in the UK 
computer industry has been 
one of pinnacles and troughs 
(and not an awful lot in 
between). 

From being the architect of 
British interest in home com- 
puting, we have seen the sad 
tale of the C5 electric vehicle 
last years sale of Sinclair to 
Amstrad and the lengthy and 
acrimonious saga preceding 
the arrival of the Z88. It all put 
Sir Clive Sinclair's public image 

at something of a low point. 
However, the appearance of 

the 788 portable in the shops 
this month marks the return of 
Sinclair from the wilderness, 
and the beginning of his at- 
tempt to reclaim a position 
among the computer industry's 
leaders, 

The 288 is here, and has 
garnered favourable reviews 
from many quarters. In price/ 
performance terms the- tiny 
machine looks like a potential 
winner. 

Sir Clive Sinclair has never been very far 
from the headlines since the launch of the 
ZX80. Now, after last year's sale of the 
Spectrum and QL rights to Amstrad, he's 
back with the favourably received Z88 - and 
other products, as John Brissenden dis- 
covered, in our interview. 

Sinclair himself has always 
held the concept of portability - 
and miniaturisation - close to 
his heart. He їз confident that 
the 288 is right for the market, 
and Cambridge Computer is 
currently producing 1000 per 
week. That figure will shorlly 
double. 

So can we expect further 
developments in this area short- 
ly, maybe even a 289 or Z90? 

"The thing about the Z88 is 
the way we've designed it, of 
course. It can go on being 

expanded pretty well indefinite- 
ly," he says 

"So obviously there's no 
need to change the machine, 
because we just plug in differ: 
ent cartridges and expand it, In 
terms of portables, that's our 
statement for а long time to 
‘come, | think it's not the sort of 
product that needs changing." 

Sir Clive admits to being un- 
sure exactly how big the market. 
for the Z88 will be: "We know 
that there's a reasonable mar- 
kel, because we can already 

NEXT 
WEEK 

The PCW show 
cometh 
The PCW show is the com- 
puter industry's showpiece 
event. All the big companies 
- and the vast majority of the 
smaller ones - will be there to 
exhibit their autumn and 
Christmas products. 

If you're planning a trip to 
London's Olympia in two 
weeks’ time for the show, or 
if you're simply wondering 
what all the fuss is about, 
take a look at the first of 
Popular's special previews. 

We'll give you the low- 
down on which new products 
to look out for. 

KX-P1083 printer 
Hot on the heels of the bot- 
tom of the range 1081, which 
we reviewed a few weeks 
back, comes Panasonic's 9- 
pin dot matrix 1083 model. 

Gold’s Go! label 

takes on Nintendo 
US GOLD is moving into the 
hardware field for the first time 
with the announcement of a 
distribution deal for the Nin 
tendo games console. 

The console, marketed in this 
country by toy manufacturers. 
Mattel; will be distributed under 

the new Go! label. Go! was. 
originally set up for a series of 
coin-op games conversions. 

However, a US Gold spokes- 
man told Popular. "We do have 
strong links with Mattel be- 
cause we've licensed games 
from some of their products. 

When talking to them this dea 
just mushroomed from there," 

Being the country's largest 
softwa distributor allows US 
Gold to provide a 24-hour ser- 
vice into Mattel’s 900 outlets 
without the need for retailers to 
pile up large stocks of the 
machine 

in the near future Go! will also 
be handling add-on hardware 
for the consoles as well as 
looking into the possibility of 
distributing "other electronic 
consumer durables” 

However, US Gold claims 
that its plans do not include 
following Mastertronic into the 
arcades with their own coin-op 
machines, nor will it be produc- 
ina any software for the games 
console since Nintendo oper- 
ates a more or less closed shop 
оп licensing. 

“You won't see any cartridge 
software from US Gold," said 
the spokesman firmly. 
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back in business 
see that, but what the potential 
size of the market is, we can't 
tell. Obviously we hope, we 
think it's huge, that’s why we've 
done it, but we can't tel.” 

But he is steadfast when 
questioned about the adverse 
publicity he received over the 
three-month delays in the des- 
patch of the machine to mail 
order customers, and the run 
ins with the Advertising Stan- 
dards Authority. 

"The criticism came from 
people who weren't the custom. 
ers, that was the irony. We 
never said that it was going to 
be available in 28 days, be 
cause it wasn't. We just said if 
people were prepared to be one 
of the first, that's the way to be 
first and those people who 
wanted to be first were. 

‘All the criticism was artifi 
cial, because it wasn't as if we 
were making anybody unhappy. 
We were only making the ASA 
unhappy apparently," he says 
with not a little hesitation. But 
Sir Clive says he wouldn't do 
things the same way again. 
simply to avoid being censured 
by the ASA 

| “But equally, we didn't do 
anything wrong, and our cus: 
tomers are very happy," he 
says. 

Sinclair might have done all 
@ he wants to with portables for 

the time being, but he is never- 
theless involved in other com 
puter-orientated projects. 

“The area that we're looking 
at is very high performance 
machines. The technology that 
we've been building up over the 
years is towards that area, be- 
Cause we anticipate that this 
will be needed in all sections of 
computing. What I'm thinking of 
now is high-performance desk- 
top personal computers. 

Wafer chip 
| Then there is the wafer chip, 

being developed as an ultra- 
fast access hard disc replace- 
ment by Anamartic. Recent, un- 
confirmed reports suggested 
that Sir Clive had finally won the 
£4 million needed to bring the 

| project - currently at prototype. 
| stage - to market 

Sir Clive clarifies the situa- 
tion. "The position is that that is 

broadly what's happening, and 
we're expecting to have an 
agreement signed in about 
three weeks! time. 

“The first product will be а 
20Mb wafer, and that wil be 
built into various products 
There'll be black boxes that will 
contain anything from one up- 
wards of these wafers," he 
says 

"What Anamartic is going to 
be selling is not replacements 
for hard discs, because it does 
a lot more than a hard disc, but 
a sort of ultra-fast access hard 
disc. 

Sinclair Research is interest. 
ed in building wafers into com 
puters, so that they can in 
Crease their performance, and 
obviously we will be doing that 
аз early as we can. The earliest 
We can see wafers bei 
production is late-ish next year. 
Зо that sets the beginning 

Another company with the 
Clive connection is Shaye Com- 
munications, which has a 25 per 
cent stake in a new pocket 
telephone project being devel 
‘oped with Timex, Fred Olsen 
and the Finnish company Nokia: 
Mobira, the world’s largest pro 
ducer of cellular radio. Sir Clive 
reckons we should see the 
Pocket phone sometime next 
year. 

Pushbikes 
One thing we definitely won't 
see is a successor to the disas 
trous C5 electric vehicle, 
launched in 1985. Last reports 
said that C5 parts had been 
bought up and fitted to 
pushbikes. 

"The C5 was meant to be a 
stepping stone, because what 
we really wanted to do was 
produce a full range electric car. 
We had a design for an 80 mile- 
per-hour 300 mile range, electric. 
vehicle, which we conducted a 
complete design study on. 

"The C5 was meant to come 
in the next generation, but of 
course it got a bad press, and it 
didn't turn out to be the suc- 
cess we hoped, and so that fell 
by the wayside.” 

Sir Clive occupies a unique 
position in the UK computer 
world, and there is more to 
know from him than the next six 

NEWS DESK); 

months' product schedule 
What, for example, is his view of 
the much-touted shift to 16-bit 
machines which is occupying 
many people's attention at the 
moment? 

1 think, funnily enough, that 
the 16-bit machines were and 
are а mistake. We were the 
pioneers in that field, when we 
came out with the QL long 
before Commodore and Atari 
came out with their 16-bit 
machines, and the irony is that 
really the 16-bit machines are 
not doing anything that the 
&-bits couldn't have done," he 
says. Surely several thousand 
Amiga and ST owners, at the 
very least, would beg to differ? 

There's nothing wrong with 
the Atari ST, I'm not knocking 
the machine. The Atari ST is a 
super machine. The point I'm 
making is that it's not super 
because it's a 16-bit machine, 
it's just a nice machine. 

You certainly don't need 
16-bits for games, because if 
you look al all the games, 
people who put out games for 
the 16-bit machines, put them 
out for the 85И machines as 
well. You could say the Amiga 
has got super graphics. It has, 
but not because it's a 16-bit 
‘machine, but because it's got a 
blitter chip in it, so there's the 
super graphics,” he says. Sir 
Clive went on to hint that he's 
more excited by the prospect of 
32-bit micros, 

Ls mA 

Talking of which, what of 
Acorn's RISC-based Archi- 
medes? It has had publicity this 
summer, with everybody mar- 
velling at its speed. King's new 
clothes, says Sinclair. 

1 was very excited when | 
first read about it, because 
Асот said this is the most 
powerful processor on the 
block, it's more powerful than 
anybody else's machine. If that 
had been true, it would have 
been very exciting and very 
impressive - but it happens not 
to be true at all. 

We had a look at it, and to 
give you an example, it runs 
quite a lot of mips, four mips as 
against two or three on the 
80386. The 386 are very power 
ful instructions, whereas the 
RISC machine necessarily has 
simpler instructions, 

When you actually compare 
them when they're doing an 
important task, say multiplying 
two numbers, whereas the 386 
does it in two microseconds, 
the Acorn RISC chip takes 
about 23 microseconds, So in 
fact, when it comes to a serious 
task, it isn't any faster, it is 
actually a lot slower." 

Of course in the real world, 
there is a huge market for 16-bit 
micros, Archimedes is the fas- 
test micro most of us have 
seen, and as for 80mph C5s 
But it looks like Sir Clive is back 
with a bang, and may even have 
got it right again - let's hope so. 
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Al prices VAT & delivery inclusive 

CHOP- CHOP 
Evesham Micros... Your friends in the country 

520 STFM NEW LOW БОРА! 

A Only £279.00 
ARI rra T SSRK now! * Ф 

520STFM with 1MEG memory upgrade installed £338.00 
1040 STF £479.00 SM125 mmontor £ 119.00 
МЕСА 572 _ £949.00 МЕСА ST 4. £1249.00 
All ST prices include: mouse etc. PLUS 5 disks full 
of s'ware including demos, utility, wordpro & game 
Philips CM8833_ Hi-res colour monitor c/w ST cable _ £279.00 (ONLY £ 269.00 i bough wih an ST) 
1MEG MEMORY UPGRADE (втемому) Є 59.00 soldering, free fiting H You buy a naw ST trom vs} 

10... £ 11.95 in 10 cap pi 
£27.95 in40 cap 

£13.95 

T640ECD single floppy £ 889.00 
1640ЕСО twin бо © 989.00 sino 1640ECD HD 20MEG © 1299 00 "een 

Once Bytten 
59 SWANLEY ROAD 

WELLING, KENT DA16 1LL 
Tel: 01-304 2631 

(Callers by appointment only) 
Cheques and P.0.s to AMTEN LIMITED please 

AMIGA A500 
£499.95 inc. var 

2 Includes modulator, mouse, 
  10 dises of softwareت

ү? + Deluxe Paint 
Part exchange very welcome 

USED GOODIES! Commodore 64 + Tape Deck £89.00 Feren Gregoor S12. 2588:09 ESON ERZO s itant 28388 маара £528.00 аро route Density £189.90 Sem VIX SOOO Modem! 13500 Panasoni ТОБО (Ex Deo) £188.00 BBC Strom. £238.00 — 239.90 Epson Em 234 (R5253) £4008 —— £189.00 Seikosha GE-BOOVC 15558 —— — UStnmodore 1528 58888 

1640ЕСО HD 32MEG (1 floppy) £ 1229.00 суунан 
1640ECD HD 32MEG (2 floppy) £ 1329.00 e^ 
1640ЕСР HD 42MEG (1 floppy) £ 1379 .00 uous. 

FULL 1512 RANGE INCLUDING THE HIGHLY POPULAR 
EVESHAM 32/42 МЕС 640К SPECIALS) 

MONO COLOUR 
50-ММ £ 479.00 5танохис SD-CM £ 649.00 
DD:MM £ 579.00 AMSTRAD DD-CM £ 759.00 
HD20MEG £ 94900 HD 20MEG £ 101900 
SD32MEG £ 829.00 evesnay SD 32MEG £ 999.00 
DD32MEG £ £1119.00 
50 42MEG £1169.00 

949.00324 i2 MEG DD 32MEG 
£1029.00 MOPELS SD 42MEG 

All 32 & 42 MEG models are upgraded to 640k (£20.00 extra 
on standard models). We use top quality MINISCRIBE hard 
disk units in our conversions (as used by you know who). 

„Consists of PC1512 DD/MM, DMP3160 
Printer, Wordstar & Supercalc...OUR PRICE ONLY...£ 729.00 
TEN .. As above but upgraded to 640K and 
[еа with 32MEG hard card..A USEFUL BUNDLE... t 1089.00 

š The easy way to upgrade to hard disk, 
eet lupe Scaled ready centile NLY.....£.329.00 

ео аа аа lole (е = 
64C computer only £149.95 Connoisseurs pack £ 199.95 
C128 computer only £199.95 C128 starter pack £239.95 
1541C d.drive £189.95 Music exp. pack £ 75.00 
Excelerator+ CBM compatible disk drive £ 159.85 
Excelerator+ as above c/w Freeze Machine cart. — £179.95 

Complete brand new '64 circuit 7 
ag boars. Uso tor repair, spare or £45.00 
ЫШЫ upgrade a VIC-20. Limited qty. Mass 

A great ltr on te fabulous new 500 model fs Tenia биле Pant vue Pe 

Philips CM8833 м. (ONLY € 269 OO If bought 
PRI NTER PRICES INCLUDE 

VAT, DELIVERY & CABLE 
nd recommend Star printers, they offer the best combination of features, gen quality elabi and valus for money. Sheet adore in stock 

New low price (state cartridge type) £219.00 
: 2 spare ribbons value £ 13.! a FREE with ЕП). 

[Star Н Wide carriage version of l £319.00 
Star ЕЖЕ Brillant 23 pin generet eicere to £479.00 
Star YESH Wide carriage 24 pin £599.00 
PANASONIC КХР- 1081 Best sub £200.00 model £179.00 

Many other models in stock at competitive prices 

63 BRIDGE STREET EVESHAM woRCS WATI 45F 
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SICK OF YOUR с 
COMPUTER? 

We buy Commodores and most 
other micros for cashll We offer 

even higher prices in part-exchange, 
Write for a quote or phone. 

TELEPHONE: 01-304 2631 
Sam-10pm for all orders, 
prices and technical info 

SICK 
COMPUTER? 

We undertake repairs to most 
home micros including all 

Commodores 

кч = 
"WE ARE OFFICIAL COMMODORE DEALERS" 

К 88888888888 S 

BEBE, p 

Lj 3888. Ё 
ü 
s ss 

— 

з Š 

nee sss: 

[oo — 
Acct 18 We sies act Хести and Wisa Pos team Aere Prades ny d 

Systems. Architects, Dept. PCW1. Syndicate Kingston Upon Thames, Surrey КТ1 488. Tel: 01-549 3028 (24-hr ansaphone) 
‘See us at the PCW Show in the Commodore Village 

| 
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Charting 
the best 

0Ї 
micro 
chess 

Martin Bryant explains how 
the performance ratings of 
different computer chess 
machines and programs are 
calculated. 

[CHESS BOARD] 
ince computer chess programs first 
became commercially available 
there has been a constant battle 

amongst the manufacturers as to whose 
product was "best". Even if one machine 
obviously didn't play as well as another, it 
might have more features available, or Бе 
more user friendly with say, automatic 
detection of piece movements, or better 
overall value for money etc. 

However, when several machines are 
already closely matched, the manufac- 
turers have to compete with each others’ 
claims as to the playing strength of their 
machines, and so an inflationary spiral 
begins - resulting in many ludicrous claims 
about the machine's ability. 

All aspects of a chess machine, apart 
from its strength, are mainly subjective, so 
the decision remains with the consumer, 
Thankfully, nowadays a reliable computer 
chess machine rating list exists which is 
regularly updated by impartial enthusiasts. 
This has been produced for some years 
now, by the Swedish Computer Chess 
‘Association. Many of its members (450 in 
1986) like to let their computers play each 
other. At the moment they play about 
200-300 games a month. All these results 
are then run through а computer and out 
comes the rating list 

Principles 
The rating program, available for the C84, 
is based on the ЕГО system, which is also 
the base for the Swedish and British rating 
system. Below are some of the principles 
the Swedes use in making their list. 
1. All games are played at tournament level, 
ie, 40 moves in two hours. 
2. They only accept results from their 
members. This is mostly to get a correct 
selection of results. They no longer use 
results published in foreign magazines be- 
cause they can't tell how they are selected. 
3. They do not accept results from 
members who are commercially involved, 
because they don't want to have any 
suspicion of fraud. (In fact 90% of the 
results come from about 15 well-known 
members who are trusted, even if the 
results sometimes look rather odd.) 
4. Computers always choose the opening 
line by themselves. They are strongly op: 
posed to any system that decides which 
Opening line the computers shall play 
There is no point in forcing а computer to 
play а particular opening that it wouldn't 
play on its own. No-one would suggest that 
it would be fair if Karpov and Kasparov 
played for the world championship with pre- 
decided openings. 
5. They try to play at least 20 games with a 
certain computer against as many as possi- 
ble of the other computers. To make this 
possible, the SCCA owns a couple of 
‘computers and also borrows computers 
from distributors. The computers are then 
sent to the different testers, who try, as 
quickly as possible, to play 20 games 
against their own computer. 
6. The members also try to let their comput- 
ers play in human tournaments. Until now, 

they've played 238 games against humans, 
and then they get a special human-rating 
figure for the computer. They have learned 
that а rating figure based upon 10-15 
games can be very wrong, You have to use 
the 238 games to decide the absolute level 
of the list. 

The level has been adjusted several 
times when more games have been played 
and they now think they're very close to the 
truth according to the Swedish rating 
system. 

In harmony 
Itis now strongly believed that the Swedish 
rating list is а true way of showing the rating 
difference between computers, The erroris, 
in almost every case, far below the maximal 
counted with a 95% confidence. The differ- 
ences are in harmony with personal opin- 
ions of people who have experiences of 
different computers, and can make a fair 
‘comparison 

More important, from theory, we know 
that doubling the computer speed gives 
about 80 points increase, not 100 as earlier 
thought by most people. 

However, do not believe that the rating 
figures are exact 

You will always have an error, the bigger 
the less games played. Computers which 
are very close can have a different order on 
the next published list 

Also note that even a result like 20-12 
doesn't prove that there is a difference in 
strength between two computers (or hu- 
mans) because the error for 32 games can 
be as high as 100 points with a 95% 
confidence. 

The top twenty machines from the latest 
list are given below. 

Top Twenty 
Program ELO 
Mephisto Dallas 68020 14MHz 2081 
Mephisto Dallas 68000 12MHz 2061 
Mephisto Amsterdam 68000 12MHz 2006 
Avant Garde 5MHz 1922 
Mephisto Rebel 5MHz 1901 
Par Excellence 5MHz 1896 

Leonardo Maestro 6MHz 1893 
Constellation Forte 5MHz 1881 
Conchess Plymate 5.5MHz 1868 
Excellence 4MHz 1863 
Constellation Expert 4MHz 1849 
Conchess Plymate 4MHz 1834 
Mephisto MM2 3.7MHz 1834 
Mephisto Super Mondial 4MHz 1832 
Elegance 3,6MHz - Private Line 1830 
Turbostar 432 4MHz 1825 
Excellence 3MHz 1825 
Super Constellation 4MHz 1782 
Conchess Glasgow 4MHz 1772 
Mephisto B&P 3.7MHz 1752 

If you would like more info on the Swedish 
rating list or the SCCA and its publications. 
write to: Goran Grottiing, Diabsvagen 3, 
S-437 00 LINDOME, Sweden. 

Martin Bryant is the author of Colossus. 
Chess 4. 
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EN 

MIMIC IN FREE LIBRARY CASES 

DS 96 ТРІ 10s £7.60 

FLIPSIDED 10s £7.15 

DS 48 ТРІ 10s £6.80 

UNIVERSAL. 10s £1.95 

SS 10s in Library Case £13.55 

DS 10s in Library Case £15.95 

5,25" BULK UNBRANDED DISKS (LIFETIME GUARANTEE) 

FULLY CERTIFIED 55 48 ТРІ SS96TP| 05 48 ТР DS 96 TPI 
Try 10 and see #475 f555 #555 £6.35 

25 £960 £1040 £1040 £11.20 
50 £18.40 #190 £19.20 #2080 
100 £33.60 £35.20 £35.20 {3680 
250 £76.00 £7760 £77.60 £80.00 
500 £144.00 £148.00 £148.00 15200 

RED, GREEN, BLUE, YELLOW, WHITE 

10 in single colour OR 2 of each please state in large quantities your choice. (If stocks are avai 

3.5 BULK UNBRANDED DISKS 135 TRILIFETIME GUARANTEE 

ss 05 

10 £11.95 £13.55 
25 £28.00 £32.00 
50 £52.00 £64.00 
100 £96.00 £120.00 
250 £220.00 £280.00 
500 £400.00 £520.00 

‘AMIGA HARDWARE 

А500 Amiga £475.00 
Cumana compatible 1 meg disk drive £140.00 
Modulator £24.95 

ALL 5.25” DISKS HAVE REINFORCED HUB RINGS, SLEEVES, 
LABELS AND WRITE PROTECTS. 

ALL DISKS CARRY A LIFETIME GUARANTEE. 
‘ALL DISK PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND P/P. 

TO ORDER PLEASE CALL DIRECT DISK LINE: 10AM 6PM 

ZONEFOUR LTD 
All disks now sent 1st class or courier 

AMSOFT CF2 3” 10s £20.00 

MAXELL CF2 3” 10s £20.00 

3” MIMIC CF200 10s £26.40 

IBM/Amstrad PC1512 Printer Cable 6PR10125 x cent. £7.15 

Disk Notcher/doublers £3.60 

Disk cleaners 3.5” £3.95 

5.25” cleaner £3.60 

Mini Vac for printers and keyboards £5.55 

5,25” BULK COLOUR UNBRANDED 

FULLY CERTIFIED  SS48TM S896TM 054810 DS96TH || j 
10* £115 £795 — £795 £8.75 
25 £17.60 1920 £1920 #2080 
50 £32.00 3600 £3600 3840 
100 £60.00 £6400 #6400 #7200 
250 £140.00 15200 £15200 16000 
500 £272.00 20800 £208.00 30000 

) * in library cases 

MIMIC HIGH DENSITY COBALT COATED 1.6 MEG SUITABLE 
FOR A.T.S. 

10 50 100 
£14.40 £64.00 £120.00 
Verbatim preformatted for use with Kodak 6.8 meg drive or equivalent (5 A 
Pack) £90.00 

DISK BOXES INCLUDING VAT 

5.25" 50 capacity £6.95. 100 capacity £9.35 
35” 40 capacity £6.80 80 capacity £9.55 
37/35" 80/90 capacity £9.55 
10 x 3.5” or 5.25” (library case) — £120 

SOFTWARE 

We sell the full range of SAGE POPULAR SOFTWARE 
ABC All in One Business Package £150.00 

Please Note: We can now offer you а duplicating service and in-house 
printing, packaging and most services you require. Ifyou require any of 
these services, please telephone for в quotation on 0707 331076, 

ZONEFOUR, Unit 11, Mundells Court, Welwyn Garden City, 
Herts. Tel: 0707 334460 

prices and a full list of Paper 
catalogue 
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[SOFTWARE 

Te nervous headache? It's prob- 
ably due to wresting with your 
Amstrad's file handling commands 

What you really need to relieve the misery is 
a good Wimp (Window, Icon, Menu, Pointer) 
system. 

Advanced Memory Systems (AMS), pro- 
ducer of the famous AMX mouse and art 
packages, has turned its attention to pro- 
ducing a desk top environment for all 
Amstrad disc systems. The good news is 
that not only is MAX compatible with the 
mouse, you can also use the keyboard or a 
combination of joystick and keyboard as 
well 

User friendly 
The first thing to do to get your user friendly 
system up and running is to type in the. 
loading command. On first entering the 
desk top you are presented with a control 
panel which allows you to change the 

841 colours, pointer speed, keyboard 

key control and sensitivity. Also displayed 
are the current controls for Execute, Move 
and Cancel. If you have an AMX mouse then 
functions are assigned to the three mouse 

флот The odd things is that if you're 
using a joystick, the fire button becomes 
Execute while the others need to be de- 
fined on the keyboard. Obviously a clumsy 
system, one that could have been in some 
ways helped by only having one Key for 
Execute and Move. 

Any changes to the initial set up can be 
saved оп to the MAX disc for the next time 
the software is run. 

The display now consists of a column of 
icons down the right side of the screen and 
three main pull down menus along the top. 

Execution 
The first couple of icons represent disc 
drives A and В. Press Execute while the 
апоу is resting on them and a window 
‘containing a catalogue of that disc's con- 
tents, in icon form, appears quite quickly. 
You can only have one window per drive 
though, and there's no such thing as folders 
for storing files. Combine that with a crude 
resizing and moving windows facility and 
you have a perfectly adequate system, but 
it compares (inevitably) rather badly with 
the desk tops of the ST and Amiga. 

The control panel 
allows you to alter 
parameters such as 
screen colour, key 
controls, joystick or 
mouse, etc 

After a couple of icons dealing with 
closing and sorting windows you come to 
the utilities, the first of which is the run icon, 
Rather pointlessly, once you have selected 
a file in a window you have to click on the 
Tun icon to load it. No simple point at icon 
and double click here. One of the flaws in 

MAX tends to surface that this juncture. 
Namely, you may not be able to load and 
run the file you want, because MAX has 
eaten up the memory space it would have 
used. Now, this is unavoidable on a small 
memory eight bit machine, but it does tend 
to ruin the idea of a Wimp system. 

The other utilities on the desk top include 
a printer dump, a disc formatter, a standard 
disc sector editor, the control panel, and a 
trash can. This latter item is nicely imple- 
mented in that once the trash window is 
opened and a file is dragged into it, it is not 
actually erased until you empty the trash 
can at the end of the day. So, if you make a 
mistake or change your mind over a file you 
can still reclaim it later. 

The first microcomputer to feature drop 
down menus was the Apple Macintosh, but 
now this handy facility can be seen on your 
Amstrad. The big advantage of course of 
pull down menus is they stay out of sight 
until you want to use them. 

Four such menus are presented here, 
Mouse, File, Disc and System. The Mouse 
menu contains options for the control panel, 
printer, save the control panel, and quit 
Nothing that isn't available in icon form in 
other words. 

TheFile menu provides a useful service in 
that details on a file can be called up, a file 
can be locked or unlocked, hidden, erased, 

renamed, dumped in or rescued from the. 
trash can, and sorted either by icon type ог 
alphabetically. Using MAX in this way is only 
practical if you are dealing with quite а 
number of files, For just a few it's not worth 
the effort. 

Over in utilities city the Disc menu pre- 

Sampling the menus 
Duncan Evans tries out AMS's MAX, an icon 
driven desktop system for the Amstrad 
CPOs, designed to give the machine that 
Macintosh feeling. 

sides over a disc copier, format and verifier, 
the sector editor (yes it's the same one as 
mentioned earlier), the directory editor 
which allows you to change filenames and 
locked status directly, and finally an option. 
to speed up disc access, although some 
drives may become unreliable so its useful. 
ness is debatable. 

Useful functions 
The final menu merely concerns selecting 
the current user number which is used for 
all MAX operations. Its preset is zero. 

So, that's it. While the system looks 
pretty and does provide some useful func- 
tions, the desk top aspect simply does по! 
work well enough, and on the utilities side, 
this very magazine has published more 
powerful listings. 
MAX is a reasonable product, but given 

the inherent problems that a disc-based, as 
opposed to Rom-based, system has, its 
potential for constant use is limited. 
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developing faults and their lack of 
durability. If your Spectrum is now 

past íts prime, the chances are that it's no 
longer in pristine condition, but suffering 
from loose connections or similar small 
problems. 

However, you may not need to send it 
away for major surgery. This article aims to 
describe some of the common problems 
and how you might be able to solve them 
yourself. 

The basic construction of the Spectrum 
is made up of the following parts: 

E* Spectrums were notorious for 

Cost 
The central processing unit (280А) £3 
Arithmetic and logic unit (ULA) — £10 approx 
Rom (operating system) £5 approx 
Ram (memory: 242K chips) £1-£2 
Modulator (produces TV pictures) ЕЗ 
Keyboard £3-£5 
Power Supply (9V DC at 14A) — £7-E10 

These parts are linked together by the 
PCB. However, if something goes wrong all 
joins, connections and sockets should be 
checked for breakages and bad 
connections. 

The CPU is the nerve centre of the 
computer and it controls all the hardware. 
The Spectrum CPU is a 280А and runs at a 
speed of 4mHz. It is located near the user 
port and has 40 pins. Unfortunately itis very 
hard to tell if there is a fault in the CPU, as 
nothing will appear on the screen when the. 
power is plugged in. As the CPU is normally 
soldered in, special tools are used to 
replace it, and therefore it is best left to a 
professional repair company. 

The ULA performs many tasks and a 
faulty ULA, might effect the following: 
Keyboard decoding; the clock; reading and 
writing to the tape ports; television picture; 
reading Ram/Rom. 

_ Any fault in the ULA is best repaired by 
an expert unless you are good with a 
soldering iron. 
Rom errors are very rare. They can be 

recognised by the fact that the machine. 
works except for strange errors or char- 
acters appearing, or the computer crashes 
after programming for a while. 

Ram errors are more common, and can 
be recognised by either of the following: the 
machine crashes when the computer 
warms up; a pretty (but useless) multi- 
coloured display on power up, 

[HARDWARE] 

Repair or bust? 
Your faulty Spectrum may not need to be 
sent away for repair after all. Here, we give 
some guidelines for simple repairs you can 
carry out yourself. 

This can be fixed by changing the Ram 
chips one by one until the faulty one is 
discovered, However, first check all the 
connections to the chips. 

The Ram chips are positioned differently 
оп various issues of the Spectrum, but they 
should be easy to find аз they are all 
grouped together. 

When replacing or removing chips, al- 
ways have the power supply off and to stop 
static damaging the chips, а wire can be 
wrapped arround your wrist and attached 
to a good earth. 

A fault in the Modulator is very rare and in 
such cases it is best left to the specialist. I 
the picture is of poor quality, check the 
leads and the television for the problem 
which will probably lie there. In issue one 
and two Spectrums, there is an adjustable 
capacitor for altering the screen output. 

Keyboard faults 
Keyboard faults are probably the most 
common of all. The keyboard is made of a 

The keyboard probably gives the most 
trouble 

very cheap plastic with metallic strips 
through it. If one of these strips is broken it 
is best to buy a new keypad and fit it 
yourself, which will cost about £3. A tempo- 
тагу fix can be done by using two crocodile 
clips and a piece of wire, as it is not possible 
to solder the keypad. 

If you suspect the power supply to be 
faulty, put your ear to the Spectrum and 
listen for a buzzing sound. Check the power 
supply with a multimeter and make sure 
that the voltage is 9V DC at 14А. If no 
reading can be obtained, check the fuse 
and teplace if needed. Very often with the 
constant wear and tear on the socket a wire. 
will break and this will be the problem, and a 

new plug should be fitted. If none of the 
above works a new power supply can be 
purchased for about £7 

Dismantling the Spectrum is done by 
removing the four screws from the base 
(this will invalidate the guarantee if it is still 
in force). Then turn the board over towards 
the front, removing the keyboard connec- 
tions from their sockets, carefully. Recon- 
nect the power and television lead, so that 
you can begin fault finding. 

A Rom test can be performed by the 
following short program. Disconnect all 
peripherals first 
1000 LET T=0 FOR = O TO 16383: LET T= T + PEEK I 
NEXT IL T = 1926175 THEN PRINT "ROM ОК”: STOP 
1010 PRINT "ERROR IN НОМ 

The following program does a Ram test 
on the top 32K of memory and if there is an 
error it tells you the Ram chip in which it 
occurred. 
2000 CLEAR 32000. 
2010 FOR | = 32767 TO 65585. POKE 10 | IF PEEK 1 O 
THEN GOTO 2500. 
2020 POKE |, 285 : IF PEEK 1255 THEN GOTO 2600 
2030 NEXT | 
2040 PRINT "RAM OK "STOP 
2500 PRINT "RAM ERROR IN SOCKET’ 
(INT((- 16385)/2048)) 

! a peripheral is damaged, it should be 
sent back to its manufacturer for repair or 
replacement. In some cases the peripheral 
may cause a fault with the computer, and 
the most common fault in these cases is the 
ULA 

Several Spectrums have 'heat' problems; 
that is, whenever the computer is on for a 
certain length of time, it crashes, This 
problem can be solved in many ways, but 
here are some suggestions: 
1 Build a fan into the back of your 
Spectrum. 

2 Replacing the power pack sometimes 
improves the situation. 

3 Make a bigger heatsink. 
4 Remove the cover, or drill holes in the 

casing. 
If you cannot repair the Spectrum, it is 

best to take the following steps when | 
sending it away: 
1 Note the serial number. 
2 Always get a quotation on the maximum 
сов! for the repair. 

3 State the fault in detail 
4 When the computer is returned, examine 

it carefully and check the serial number. 
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adl Lr. 

Too Busy Earning a Living 
To Make Any Real Money? 

You think you've got problems? 
Well, I remember when a bank turned me 

down for a $200 loan, Now | lend money to 
the bank - Certificates of Deposit at 
100,000 crack 
remember the day а car dealer got a little 

nervous because 1 was a couple of months 
behind in my payments = and repossessed 
my car, Now Í own a Rolls Rowe | paid 
$43,000 or it cash. 
remember the day my wife phoned me. 

crying, Because the landlord had shown up ж 
the house, demanding his rent — and wc 
dide t have the money to pay it 
Now we own five homes. Two are on the 

‘oceanfront in California (1 use one a my 
office), One is a lakefront "aba" m 
Washington (thats where we spend the 
whole summer - loafing. Габит. sunning 
and sailing). One is а condominium on 3 
Sunny beach in Mexico. And one = аде 

М on the best beach of the hest HÎ ta 
Hawail - Маш. 

Right now I could sell ll he property. чу 
off the mortgages - and - without touching 
any of my other investments — wall «ay 
with over $750,000 m cash. Bar Lon t wane 
To sell. because 1 — 
investments" [ve got other teal citate 
and stocks, bonds. and cach ia the uk for 
that 

remember when | lost my jobs Beaune | 
was head over heels in debt. my штук Ó 
me the only thing | cook! do was deca 
Pankrüptcy. He was wrong. 1 pas eff evers 
dime, 

Now, I have a million dollar line of credit 
but Estill don't have a job. Jese 1 pee wp 
‘every weekday morning and dece етет 
Teanttogoto work or not. Sometimes T 

Y $ or 6 hours. But about hall he tese. 1 
decide to read. ро for a walk. sll my Pse. 
Swim. or ride my Dike. 

T know what irs evo be broke. And 1 
know what ifs like to have everything к 
Want, And | know that you~ le me ca 
decide which one ts going to be Irs reslis = 
сту as that. That's why Í call it “The Lazy 
Мапу Way to Riches. 

So m going to ask you to send me 
PROOF! 

Don't take my word for it. These 
же excerpts from articles in 
newspapers and magazines: 
Tine: Не only works hal 8 е ате Bench, adven when ees he (ит bor hoor. tn her миы, Doe arbo “The Lay Mons Way ta Riches 

Boston Herald- American: 
The book has drawn hundreds of 

letters from persons who have profited 
yn 
Los Angeles Herald-Examis 

Ап unpretentious millionaire, Joe 
Karbo of Huntingdon Harbor is a 
vibrant, liie testimonial te s 
intellectual, pragmatic conviction. 
Money Making Opportunites: 
Maybe Joe Karbo has the secret 

Don't you think you owe tto yourself to. 
find out what it all about? T just 
finished it — and Tim off on a vacation 
myself. Get the idea? 
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something 1 don't need: money. £10 to be 
Wy? Become 1 want you to pay ‘Mention: And Ligure that d you ve got Ый invested. your look over what 1 send you and deci whether to send it back. or keep K” And I don't wont you ю keep it uncis 

You agree that s worth at least а hundred Tunes what you vested. 
ithe material wr £10? No you think of fas paper and ak But thas ot what Tm sling. What Г am мар 

Information, More information than 1 yc 
"een Tm paid S1000 э a guest speaker Hore information than 1 pe in а one hour 
doeclttion for Sn. "But youre realy not risking exti 
Because 1 won't cash your cheque or money оше for 31 days айт Ive em you ту 
materi Thatsthe deal Return tia 3 days and ГИ send beck your dieque or posal onder шкак. 

How do you know ГИ do i? Well if you relly want o he on the sale side. postdate eque fora month from today = pha 2 
ina weeks. That give you ему of 

time to receive iL. look it over. try ft out. 
T know what your thinking: “He got rich 

telling people how to get rich The uth ss - 
and ths very important - the year before I 
Shared “The Lazy Mans Way to Riches,” my 
Income was 16,046. And what 'lsend you 
"eli just how | made that kind of money. 
working a few hours а day... about S montis 
Sor ofthe year. 

Tt doesn’t require "education." Pm a high 
schon graduate 

Tt doesnt require "capital." Remember 1 
о my neck in debt when started. 

doesn't require “luck.” I've had more 
than my share, But [m not promising you 
that youl make as much money as T have 
And you may do better. 1 personally know 
oe man who used these principles, worked 
bed. and made 11 milion dollars in years 
But money ist everything 

Tr doesn't require “talent.” Just ehough 
tains to know what to look for. And PL tell 
you that 

Tt doesn't require "youth." One woman 1 
worked with is over 70. She's travelled the 
‘world over. making all the money she need 
tog only what taught her. 

Te doesn't require "experience" A widow 
ia Chicago has Been averaging $25,000 year 
dor rhe past 5 years, wang my methods 

‘What does t require” Rebel. Enough to 
tke a chance. Enough to absorb what TW 
Send you. Enough to pot the principles into 
on. И you do just that — nothing morc 
Sete less - the results will be hard 1 
believe Reme 1 guaran gie up your job. But you may ston be making 20 mech money йш youll be able to Once again CT 
Ж Í know you're sceptical. Well. here are Se Кой oer pale (Igor блк сеп шей o protect the мет Privacy The origina rc in ту Bes) Tim Жее йш, Мс you, cse people dde Beve me ether when they cipped the 
coupon. cw they figured that. sce 1 srw gone to depot thei cheques for at Jent ys they hod nothing to bse They were пин And eres what he gained: 
Thanks to your method Pm а har — “Thanks To your method 1 groed about 5500099. Would you believe last year a is tine wasa siave working for peau Gee Toro. Canada 

ОА о Oia che mal ie a 45 
cays 
“Thanks again. 

Mc E GN. Matewan. W.VA “Made enough to retire м àP 
Hit hadn't happened to me, I wouldn't have 

believed it... A few years ago, Thad nothing 
to lose 1 was unemployed and broke. 
“Now, thanks to you and the “Lazy Mani" 
program. have made enough money (at age 
AT) to теше in style. 

R.A. Huntingdon Beach, Calif. 
“There's no stopping me 
“Since Гуе got your (Lary Man's Way to 
Riches) in July. Гуе started 4 companies, 
there's по stopping me and | m so high need 
chains to keep me on the ground " MET Rint, OR — “Osu engi purchased Lary Manis ‘Way Races sa mh ap, Mead Wand realy di mg ut ' Tien, how ree och ap, hor t w тойу grum берене эи ту шош (Тур a йш. ри — WOW i does хи Doest ke mach —— —— Pipa patel oped erste 
—— 
“Made $70,000" 
7A УЛ thanks to you for writ 
Lazy Mans Way to Riches. That 
much [ve made 
"T use this extra income for all of the good 
things in Me, exotic vacations, claude 
automobiles, ete Soon T hope to make 
Enough to quit my regular job and devote full 
"ime to making money the easy way 

Mr D.R., Newport Beach, CA 
“$260,000 in eleven months” 
“Two years ago. | mailed you ten dollar in 
sheer desperation for a bener le One 
year apo, just ош of the blue sky, а man 
Ойы! and offered me a partnership. 1 
growed over $20.000 cash busines im 
езеп months. You are a God sent miracle 

Mr J.K. Anaheim, СА 
The 

B.F., Pascagoula, Mis. 

“Steadily upward ever since 
“1 ordered Lazy Man's Way to Riches in 
June... by September, my career was 
launched and has gone steadily upward ever 

Mrs. B.A... Walnut Creek. CA 
“$7,000 in five days? 
“Last Monday 1 sed what I learned on page 
Sto make $7 000. И took me all week 10 do 
it. but that not bad for five day's work," 

M.D... Topeka, Kansas 
What Him saying is probably contrary to 

what you've heard from your friends, Your 
family. your teachers, and maybe everyone 
he you know. 

1 can only ask you one question, How 
many of them are milliona 
Sot sup 1o you, 
A month from today, you can be nothin 

more than 30 days older or you can be on 
your way to genting rich. You decide 

The wisest man ever knew told me. 
something T never forgot “Most people are 
too busy earning a ling to make any 
Don take as long as 1 did to find out he 

wa right 
TL prove it to you, if you'll send in the: 

coupon to my publisher now. Fm not asking 
you to “believe” me Just iry it. Mm wrong; 
All you ve lost is a couple of minutes and 8 
postage stamp. But what if I'm right” 

Same have called И a Miracle Some have 
ledit Magic You calli" The Secretof the 
Аа 

As for me. 1 hark God that before he died 
Mionaire Joe Karbo eft for all to share, the 
secre of “The Lazy Man's Way to Riches" 
Theabove tory, which is in his own words, is 
his gift to you. 

Sworn Statement: 
‘On ihe bass of my professional 

relationship as his accountant, 1 certify 
that Mr. Као net worth is more than 
‘ome milion dollars 

art A. Cogan 

© CHARTSEARCHLTD 1987. 11 BLOMFIELDST. LONDON ECM TAY 

Charscarch Lid. 
| поте Stee | London ECIM TAY 

You may be full 
mail 1 return your material 

tincashed cheque or portal order ta me 
On that basis, here's my £1 

© Please charge my credit cand 
AC Number 

И beans, but what have 1 got to lose? Send me the Lazy Many 
Way to Riches. Aut don терени my chegue or postal order for at east ЗЇ dav after ty 

Tor any reason - within that time, return my 

77 
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PROGRAMMING 

generation techniques, from piezo- 
electric sounders to Digital to Ana- 

logue Converters (DACs). | also ran through 
the various elements that make up а sound, 
including envelopes, This week I'll look at 
various methods of programming sound 
chips to create sound effects and play 
music 

One of the big problems with home 
computers is their incompatibility. They 
may all use Basic but they begin to differ 
wildly when it comes to accessing peripher- 
als such as sound chips. For this reason, I'l 
have to be fairly general about the methods 
actually used to access the chips and their 
facilities. What is more important are the 

E Week | discussed the various sound. Once you have a monitor program of this 
kind, experimenting with the sound chip is 
made a great deal easier, and if you decide 
оп a particular sound or sequence of 
sounds all you need to do is write the 
various register values down and they сап 
be used later to produce the particular 
effect in a program. This is probably the 
best method of creating sound effects 
since you can actually hear what you're 
getting 

Of course, there are commercial pro- 
grams available to perform the functions | 
have described above. If you feel like 
shelling out the brass then obtain one of 
these, as it will save you time and effort. 

The disadvantage is that you don't gain 

information for the chip or sound com- 
mands. A pointer to the current information 
is maintained throughout the tune so that 
the whole thing knows where it is. 

For example, the tune may consist of 
frequency numbers that are loaded into the 
‘sound chip, or fed into a sound command. If 
there are three voices, three values will 
need to be moved every time an interrupt or 
time out occurs, At the beginning, the 
pointer points to the first location in the 
array 

At the first interrupt, the music subrou- 
tine picks up three note values, and moves 
them to the chip. The pointer then has three 
added to it, and the routine ends. 

When it is called again, it performs 

Musical codes 
In the second part of his feature on program- 
ming sound chips, Kenn Garroch explains 
what kind of software you need and how to 
go about writing it. 

ideas and methods used to perform the 
various effects 

Probably the most common use for a 
sound chip is to produce effects for a game. 
To create a sound effect, the first thing to 
dois to get a good idea of the capabilities of 
the chip your machine supports. This can 
be done with the help of a monitor program 
that allows full access to all of the chip's 
facilities and provides some kind of editor 
зо you can change and set the sounds 

There are many of these programs 
around in books and magazines and as | 
said above, computers are so diverse in 
their facilities and capabilities, it is difficult 
to be specific. 

However, to write а program like this in 
Basic, all you need to know is how to 
access the sound chip directly from Basic, 
usually using the Peek and Роке com- 
mands. Then read all of the chip's registers 
and place them on to the screen with their 
names and any other notation you think 
necessary. All of the information for this is 
usually available in a good user guide. 

The contents of the registers should be 
displayed in binary as this is the common- 
est method of using them, ie, a mixer 
register uses various bits to turn channels 
on and off so they will certainly need to be 
displayed in binary to see what is 
happening. 

The next step is to provide some kind of 
screen editor, usually by means of the text 
cursor, that allows the individual registers 
to be edited, bit by bit if possible. Once 
changes have been made to the screen, 
they сап be written back to the chip either 
with an execute command to do them all at. 
once or їп real time as they are edited. 

any experience in the problem encountered 
whilst writing a program to set up the 
sounds, which comes in handy when actu- 
ally implementing them in a program. 

The other main use of sound chips is to 
play music and, although a few machines 
do provide facilities in Basic to do this 
easily, most do not. Again, there are com- 
mercial products that will take all of the hard 
work out of the composing and playing 
process but the same arguments as before. 
apply, and you don't get such a flexible 
system as you would if you write your own. 

The main component of a music system 
is something to keep regular time so that 
the music plays at its correct speed, and 
nothing interferes with it. Depending on the 
computer, there are a number of ways of 
doing this, the best being via the use of 
interrupts, Fortunately, most modern Ba- 
Sics provide an ON TIMER command or 
something similar so the programming is 
made easy. However, some don't and you 
will have to program around it. 

In machine code, it isn't usually a prob- 
lem since the microprocessor's interrupts 
are available for use. In Basic, the fact that 
programs usually run at а constant speed 
сап be utilised. Simply have а routine that 
counts down until the next note or change 
to the sound chip is needed, then jump to a 
‘subroutine that makes the change. 

The other main part of a music program is 
that which loads the chip with the correct 
values, or sets up the correct Basic state- 
ments to produce the note and/or sound. 
Probably the best method is to use data 
‘statements to hold the note values, transfer 
them to an array before the tune is started, 
and then use the array as the source of 

exactly the same sequence of instructions 
and so on. In this way, the whole tune can 
be played, The important point is that the 
same instructions should be used over and 
over, and the routine should always take the. 
same amount of time to execute. |f it 
doesn't then the tempo of the tune may 
suffer. 

This is certainly the case when using time 
outs but it may not be too noticeable when 
using interrupts. 

Converting tunes into numbers is some: 
thing else that can easily be mechanised 
and as with most other programming ideas, 
this is available commercially. If you want to 
go to the DIY method, one way is to put the 
notes in data statements as their letter 
names using + and – to denote going up or 
down an octave. 

The sequence CDEFedc would tell the 
program to play from C to F upward, and. 
then back down to c via e and d. CC+ would 
mean play the current C and then one an 
octave above. Tn сап be used to set the 
tempo to the value n, etc. 

All you need to do is develop a selection 
of commands that will perform all the 
functions needed. A program can then be 
used to code these into a form that the 
music playing program can interpret quickly 
and easily. 
How you go about using your sound 

facilities depends on what you want them 
for. If you simply want to play tunes then a 
commercial package is probably the best 
bet 

If you want to use them in programs, and. 
use sound effects as well then writing some 
of the programs described above is proba- 
bly the way to go. 
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Catacombs 
P Fox 

art two of our Gauntlet variant, with its 
‘own maze designer, is presented this 
week. Type in the game listing and 

save it оп а separate cassette. Then type in 
the four data listings and save each as 
SAVE "name" LINE 10. Now, reload the first 

data listing, remembering to pause your 
cassette deck while the data is being poked 
in, and the other three listings will be 
automatically loaded. Finally, the code is 
now saved in two parts, and should be 
placed after the main game listing. 

1 REM section 2 
10 REM room data 2 

x FOR c=46656 TO 47103: 
READ az POKE cya: NEXT c 

30 REM character set + program 
FOR c=59392 TO 60943: 

1000 DATA 002,074, 075,005,000, 000, 000, 000 
1001 DATA 000, 000, 000, 002, 000,000, 000, 000 
1002 DATA 000,000, 090, 000, 000, 000, 000, 000 
1003 DATA 018, 000, 000,000, 000, 079, 080, 002 
1004 DATA 002,000, 000,018, 000, 000,000, 000 
1005 DATA 000,000, 000, 002, 000,000, 000, 000 
1006 DATA 000,000, 000, 000, 000,000,000, 000 
1007 DATA 019, 000,000, 000, 000, 090, 000,002 
1008 DATA 002,000, 000, 019, 000, 000, 000,000 
1009 DATA 000, 000, 000, 002, 000,000,000, 000 
1010 DATA 000,072,073, 00, 000,000,000, 000 
1011 DATA 006, 000,000, 000, 000, 000, 000, 002 
1012 DATA 002,000, 000, 004, 022,000, 000,000 
1013 DATA 060,020,020, 002,000, 000,000,000 
1014 DATA 000,074,075,000,000, 000, 000, 000 
1015 DATA 002,020, 020,020,000, 000, 000,002 
1016 DATA (02,000,000, 012,001, 001, 001, 001 
1017 DATA 001,001 001,011,016, 017,009,001 
1018 DATA 001,001,001, 001, 001, 001 001 ,001 
1019 DATA 015,001,001,001, 001,001,001,011 
1020 DATA 002,000,000, 005, 020,000, 000,000 
1021 DATA 000,000,020, 005,000, 000, 002, 021 
1022 DATA 000,000, 000, 000, 000, 000, 000,000. 
1025 DATA 005,000, 000, 000, 000,000, 000, 002 
1026 DATA 002,000, 000,018,000, 000,000,000 
1025 DATA 000, 000, 000,018, 000,000, 002, 000 
1025 DATA 000,000, 000, 000, 000, 000, 000,000 
1027 DATA 018,000,000, 000, 000,000, 000, 002 
1028 DATA 002,000, 000,019, 000, 000,000, 000 
1029 DATA 000,000, 000,019, 000, 000,002, 000 
1050 DATA 000,000, 000,000, 000, 000,000,000 
1031 DATA 019, 000, 090, 000, 000,000, 000,002 
1032 DATA 002,000, 000, 005, 000, 000, 000,000. 
1053 DATA 000,072, 073,006, 000,000, 002,000 
1034 DATA 000,000, 000, 000,000,000, 000, 000 
1035 DATA 004, 000, 090, 000, 000, 000, 000, 002 
1036 DATA 002,000, 000, 002, 025, 000, 000, 000 
1057 DATA 000,074,075, 002,000,000, 002,020 
1038 DATA 000,000,000, 00,000,000, 000,000. 
1039 DATA 002,000, 000,000,000, 000, 000, 002 
1040 DATA 002,000, 090,007, 001,001,001 001. 
1041 DATA 001,001,001 , 008, 000, 000,007,001 
1042 DATA 001,001, 001,001,001 001,016,017 
1043 DATA 002,000, 000,000, 000, 000, 000,002 
1044 DATA 002,000, 000, 000, 000, 000, 000,000 
1045 DATA 000,000,000, 018, 000, 000, 000, 000 
1046 DATA 000, 000,000,090, 000,900,000, 000 
1047 DATA 002,000, 000,000, 000,000, 000,002 

1048 DATA 002,000, 000,000,000, 000,000,000 
1049 DATA 000,000, 000, 019,000, 000,000, 000 
1050 DATA 000,000,000, 900, 000, 000, 000,000. 
1051 DATA 002,023, 000,000,000, 000,022,002 
1052 DATA 007,001,001,001,001,001, 001,001 
1055 DATA 001,001,001, 001,001, 001,001,001 
1054 DATA 001,001,001,001,001,001,001,001 
1055 DATA 014, 001,090,091, 092, 093,094,095 
1056 DATA 000,000, 000,000, 000, 000, 000, 000 
1057 DATA 000,016,016,016, 016,000,016, 000 
1058 DATA 000,036,036, 000, 000, 000, 000, 000 
1059 DATA 000,036, 126,036, 036, 124,034,000 
1060 DATA 000, 008, 062,040, 062,010,062,008 
1061 DATA 000,098, 100,008,016, 038,070,000 
1062 DATA 000,016, 040,016, 042,068, 058, 000 
1063 DATA 000,008, 015,000, 000, 000, 000,000 
1064 DATA 000,004, 008, 008, 008, 008, 004, 000 
1085 DATA 000,032,016,016, 016,016,032,000 
1066 DATA 000,000,020, 008, 062, 008,020,000 
1087 DATA 000,000,008, 008, 062, 008, 008, 000 
1068 DATA 000,000, 000,000,000, 008, 008,014. 
1069 DATA 000,000, 000,000, 062, 000,000,000 
1070 DATA 000,000,000,000, 000,024, 024,000 
1071 DATA 000,000,002,004, 008, 016, 032,000 
1072 DATA 000,060, 102, 110, 126, 118,060,000 
1073 DATA 000,028,060,012, 012,012,062,000 
1074 DATA 000,00, 102, 006, 060,096, 126,000. 
1075 DATA 000,060, 102,012, 006, 102,060,000 
1076 DATA 000,024,056,040, 104, 126,024,000 
1077 DATA 000, 126,096, 124, 006, 102,060,000 
1078 DATA 000,060, 096, 124, 102, 102,060,000 
1079 DATA 000, 126, 006,012,024, 048, 048,000. 
1080 DATA 000, 060, 102,060, 102, 102,060,000 
1081 DATA 000,060, 102, 102,062, 006, 060,000 
1082 DATA 000, 000,000,018, 000,000, 016,000. 
1083 DATA 000,000, 016,000,000,016, 016, 032 
1084 DATA 000,000,004, 006, 015,008, 004, 000 
1085 DATA 000, 000,000, 062, 000, 062, 000,000 
1085 DATA 000, 000, 016, 008, 004, 008, 016,000 
1087 DATA 000,060,066, 004, 008, 000,008,000 
1088 DATA 000, 060, 074, 084, 094, 064, 060,000 
1089 DATA 000, 060, 102, 102, 126, 102, 102,000 
1090 DATA 000,124, 102,124, 102, 102, 124,000 
1091 DATA 000,060, 102,096, 096, 102, 060,000 
1092 DATA 000, 120, 108, 102, 102, 108, 120,000 
1093 DATA 000,126, 096, 124,096, 096, 126,000 
1094 DATA 000, 126, 096, 124,096,096,096, 000 
1095 DATA 000,060, 102,096, 110, 102,060,000 
1098 DATA 000, 102, 102, 126, 102, 102, 102,000 
1097 DATA 090, 062, 024,024,024, 024, 082,000 
1098 DATA 000,006, 006,008, 102, 102, 060,000 
1099 DATA 000, 108, 120, 112, 120, 108, 102, 000 
1100 DATA 000,096,096,096, 096, 076, 124,000 
1101 DATA 000, 066, 102, 126, 102, 102, 102, 000 
1102 DATA 000, 102, 118, 126, 110, 102, 102,000 
1103 DATA 000,060, 102, 102, 102, 102,060,000 

1104 DATA 000, 124, 102, 102, 124,096,096, 000 
1105 DATA 000,060, 102, 102, 118, 110,060,000 
1106 DATA 000,124, 102, 102, 124, 108, 102,000 
1107 DATA 000,060,094, 060, 006, 102, 060,000 
1108 DATA 000,254, 048, 048, 048, 048,048, 000 
1109 DATA 000,102, 102, 102, 102, 102,060, 00 
1110 DATA 000, 102, 102, 102, 102, 060,024, 000 
1111 DATA 000, 102, 102, 102, 102, 126, 036,000 
1112 DATA 000, 102, 060,060, 040, 060, 102,000 
1113 DATA 000, 158,108, 054,024, 024, 024,000 
1114 DATA VOV, 126,006, 012,024, 048, 126, 000 
1115 DATA 000,014, 008, 008, 008, 008, 014, 000 
1116 DATA 000,000, 064,052, 016,008, 004, UUU 
1117 DATA 000, 112,016,016,016, 016, 112,000. 
1118 DATA 000,016, 056,084, 016,016, 016,000 
1119 DATA 000,000, 000,000, 000,000, 400, 255 
1120 DATA 000,028, 034, 120,032,032, 126,000. 
1121 DATA 000,000, 054,004, 060, 068, 040, 000 
1122 DATA 000,052,032, 060,034, 054,060,000 
1123 DATA 000, 000,028, 032,032, 032,028,000 
1124 DATA 000,004, 004, 060, 068, 068, 060, 000 
1125 DATA 000, 000, 056,068, 120, 064, 060, 000 
1126 DATA 000,012,014, 024, 016,016,016, 000 
1127 DATA 000,000,060, 068,068, 060, 004, 056 
1128 DATA 000,064, 064, 120, 068, 068, 068, 000 
1129 DATA 000,016, 000,048,016, 016, 056, 000 
1130 DATA 000,004,000,004, 004,004,036, 024 
1131 DATA 000,032, 040,048, 048, 040,034,000 
1132 DATA 243,205, 105, 294, 205, 049,239, 251 
1133 DATA 201,033, 000,064,017, 001, 064,001 
1134 DATA 255,015,054, 000, 237, 176,038,000 
1135 DATA 088, 017, 001, 068,001, 255, 001,054 
1136 DATA 000,237,174, 175,050,238, 253,050 
1137 DATA 242, 253, 033,087, 080,205,007, 243 
1138 DATA 035,215,080, 175,205,007, 243, 062 
1139 DATA 099,050, 257, 255,033, 194,080,205 
1140 DATA 007,243, 062,099, 050, 239, 255,033 
1141 DATA 201,080,205, 007, 243, 001,000,000 
1142 DATA 237,067, 240,253, 053, 208,080, 205 
1143 DATA 247,242, 058,242,253, 135, 198, 176 
1144 DATA 103,046,000,017, 000,227,001 ,000 
1145 DATA 002,237, 176,033, 000,229,017, 001 
1146 DATA 229,001 ,255, 002, 054,254, 237,176 
1147 DATA 062, 55,050, 252, 229,050, 252, 230 
1148 DATA 017,000, 227,033,000, 231,025, 254. 
1149 DATA 672,040,008, 019, 122,254,229, 040 
1150 DATA 039,024, 243,123, 230,031, 119,035 
1151 DATA 213, 235,001,000, 227, 167,237,068 
1152 DATA 041,041,041, 124, 235,209, 119,035 
1153 DATA 054,015,035, 124, 254, 231,032,008 
1154 DATA 019, 122,254, 229, 040,002,024, 206 

1155 DATA 062,755,050, 255, 231,205, 155,236 
1156 DATA 205,045, 235, 205, 185,237,205, 065 
1157 DATA 257,205, 048, 242,001,254, 127,237 
1158 DATA 120,230, 001,254,001, 192,237,075 
1159 DATA 243, 253,011, 121, 176,032, 251,024 

continued on page 21 > 
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4 continued from page 19 

1160 DATA 220,257, 075,252,253, 27,067,234 
1181 DATA 253,205, 127,242, 054,000,044, 054. 
1162 DATA 000,017,031 000,025,054, 000,044 
1163 DATA 054, 000, 001, 254, 254, 237, 120,230 
1164 DATA 004,254,004, 040,017,058, 232,253 
1165 DATA 060,254,031, 048, 009, 050, 234,253 
1166 DATA 175,050, 234, 255,024, 085,001,254 
1167 DATA 294,237, 120,230, 002,254, 02,040 
1168 DATA 017,058, 232, 253, 167, 040,011,061 
1169 DATA 050,234, 253,062,002, 050,234,253 
1170 DATA 024,055,001, 254, 191,237, 120,230 
1171 DATA 004,254, 004, 040, 018, 058, 253, 253 
1172 DATA 254,014,048, 011,060, 050,235,253 
1173 DATA 062,001, 050, 236, 253,024,026, 001 

1174 DATA 254,223,237, 120,250,002, 254,002 
1175 DATA 040,015, 058, 233, 253, 167,040,009 
1176 DATA 061 050,235,253, 062,003, 050,236 
1177 DATA 253,257 075,234, 253,205, 129,242 
1178 DATA 205, 164, 242, 167,040,045, 254,016 
1179 DATA 054,047,254, 020, 218, 242, 258, 202 
1180 DATA 171, 238, 254,021, 202, 147,258,258 
1181 DATA 022, 202, 195, 238, 254,023, 202,219 
1182 DATA 238, 254,085,049,020, 254, 081,210 
1183 DATA 117,239, 254,077,210, 139, 299,028 
1184 DATA 008, 257,075, 254, 255,237,067,252 
1185 DATA 253, 257,075, 252, 255, 205, 129,242 
1185 DATA 058, 252, 255, 250,001,071, 058, 25 

1187 DATA 253,230,001, 168,071,058, 236, 255 
1188 DATA 230,003, 135, 128, 135, 135, 198,024 
1189 DATA 119,040,044, 119, 001,031, 000,009 
1190 DATA 060, 119,044,060, 119,001, 254, 225 
1191 DATA 257, 120, 230,001, 254,001, 200, 058 
1192 DATA 239, 253, 167, 200,017,000, 230,024 
1193 DATA 254, 254,040,012, 254, 255, 200,028 
1194 DATA 028,028,028, 125, 167, 200,024, 239 
1195 DATA 257,075, 252, 255, 058, 256, 255, 167 
1196 DATA 040,011, 254,001,040,011, 254,002 
1197 DATA 040,012,005,024, 011,012,012,024 
1198 DATA 007,012,004,004, 024, 002,004,013 
1199 DATA 205, 129, 242, 126, 167,192, 62,076 

“PROGRAMMING: ATARI XL/XE| 
ADS 
Adam Newby 

is week features the concluding sec- 
I tion of the assembler/disassembler 

system for the 8-bit Atari machines. 
Note that, after loading, if your program 

does an RTS, Basic wil Бе initialised, and a 
hard reset will occur. This does not wipe out 
page six 

If you need to break out of the program to 
lest something or to, do a calculation, 
typing GOTO followed by MAINMENU, 
ASSMENU or DISMENU will take you to the 
main, assembler and disassembler menus. 

Various errors may occur while using the 
assembler, as follows: 

Мо more room for program. This error will 
оссиг while entering a program or listing 
‘one from the disassembler if you have not 
reserved enough space for it at the start 
Unknown command. You have mistyped 

а command, and the assembler does not 
recognise it 
Jump to non-existent line. The line speck 

fied in a jump or branch does not exist 
(Should it have been a JMPOUT or a 
JSROUT?) 

Program not yet assembled. You tried to 
save ог run your program without having 
first assembled it 

Мо room for line. You tried to insert a line 
when you had not reserved enough space 
for it at the start 

Line does not exist. You specified a non- 
existent line in one of the editing functions. 
Мо more room for labels. You tried to 

define а label when you had not reserved 
‘enough space for it at the start 

Undefined label. The assembler came 
across a label and did not recognise it. (Did 
you mistype її?) 

Label referred to non-existent line. An 
address label refers to an unwritten line. 

Program is too big. A source file you 
attempted to load will not fit into the 
reserved space. 

Too many labels. A source file you at- 
tempted to load had more labels than you 
had reserved space for 

Program is too low down in memory. 
There is not enough space before your 
program for the boot loader data 

Pressing 2 when the main menu is 
displayed will display the disassembler 
menu, which gives the following functions. 

1 - List to screen. This will list in 
assembly language the contents of a speci- 
fied area of memory 

2 - List to assembler, This will turn the 
contents of a specified area of memory into. 
an assembler source listing, The line 
numbers are the addresses of each instruc: 
tion, Note that all JMPS and JSRS are 
assumed to be within the program, so you 
may need to change them to JMPOUTS or 
JSROUTS. 

3- Return to main menu. This will display 
ihe assembler/disassembler selection 
page. 

In both the assembler and the disas- 
sembler, all numbers can be specified in 
decimal or hexadecimal. If you use hexa- 
decimal, put a "$" before the number. 

Note that if, while listing to assembler, or 
listing to screen using the disassembler, 
you enter the address of a block of memory 
in hexadecimal, all numbers will be convert- 
ed to hexadecimal, If not, decimal will be 
used. 

So now you know how to use ADS, Some 
о! the routines in it may be useful to you — 
7000 onwards is the hexadecimal to deci- 
mal converter, and 8000 onwards is the 
decimal to hexadecimal converter, 5000 
onwards are the save/load code routines. 

If you can't be bothered to type in the 
program, itis available on cassette for £3.00 
from 41 Forest Grove, Harrogate, North 
Yorkshire HG2 7JU. 

4328 
4325 
4327 
4338 
4348 
4358 
4368 
4378 
4388 
398 

4400 
4410 
4415 

GET #1,DP:GET 41,NRO 
IF DP>MNLI THEN CLOSE 

FOR N: TO DP*6+5 

MEXT N 
FOR N=6 TO DP*6+5 

НЕХТ M 
FOR N=6 TO DPX645 

NEXT Н 

IF NRüSMNLB THEN CLOSE #1:7 "Too mans labels," 
rogram is too bi9. 

GET &1,R: RPLNSCH, NO=CHRSC A) 

GET &1,R: RPRSCH. NO-CHRKRÓ 

GET &1,.R:ROSCN, NDECHRSCR) 

IF NAG=@ THEM CLOSE #1:7 "Load comPleted.":GOTO 515 

:GOTO 515 
GOTO 515 

continued on page 22 > 
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4 continued from page 21 
4420 FOR H=6 TO NAOKE+5 
4430 GET &1.RH:RODSCN, ND-CHRSCR) 
4440 NEXT N 
4450 FOR H=6 TO HRDk6+5 
4468 GET &1,R:RODV$C N, NDSCHRSCR 
4474 НЕХТ N 
448@ FOR H=1 TO NAO 
4458 GET #1,L:LT¢N SL 
4588 НЕХТ N 
4518 CLOSE #1:7 "Load comPleted.":RFLG-B:GOÜTO 515 
Sana 7 "yPress:":? т " 1 to save current ProƏram,":? " 2 to save other Program. 

5019 GET #1,С: 
5й2й IF INKEY 
5030 IF IMKEY 
B$:GOTO 51580 

5840 GOTO 5016 
s050 7 "Press Play & record оп tafe recorder, wait for the beer. then Press retu 

Su68 CLOSE W1:0PEH 41,8.0,"C:" 
SATA PUT #1,.ST-256*INTCST7256 ):PUT #1, INTC 57256) 
S0S0 PUT #1,EN-256*INTCEN/256):PUT #1, INTCEN/256) 
5090 FOR A=ST TO EN 
S124 PUT #1,PEEKCA) 
5118 NEXT A 
5124 CLOSE #1:7 "Save comPleted.":SOUND 8,8,8,0:GOTO 515 
5130 IF AFLG=Ø THEN 7 "Program not yet assembled.":GOTO 515 

TRDDR:EN-RDDR:GDTO 5050 
E у: IF C$="$" THEN HEXS$-R$:GOSUB 788B8:ST-V:GOTO 5160 
CAS) 

$C 1, 1): IF C$="$" THEN HEX$=B$:GOSUB 7000:EN=V:GOTO 5050 
Э VALE > 
5170 GOTO Sasa 
S244 7 "Press Play on tape recorder. wait for the beeP. then Press return." 
S218 CLOSE #1:0РЕМ #1,4,0,"С:" 
S228 GET #1,A:GET #1,B:ST=A+Bk256:7 :? " Start address = ";ST; 
S000:? НЕХФ;"›" 
S238 GET # A r #1: B:EN=A+Bk256:7 :? " End address = ";EM 
an: HE? y" 
5240 FOR ST Ti 
5250 GET от токе Max 

IKEYS-CHRSC C) 
" THEN БОТО 5130 

2" THEN 7 :? "Start address"; : INPUT R$:7 :7 "End address"; : INPUT 

a a л 

тоосу 

i:DECEST:GOSUB 

:DEC-EN:GOSUB 80 

ad comPleted.":GOTO 515 
" 1 to use current Program,":? " 2 to use other Program." 

THEM GOTO 6160 
THEM 7 :7 "Start address";:INPUT A$:? :? "End add IMPUT 

349 THEN 7 "Program is too low down in memors.":GOTO 515 
? "jPress Play & record on tafe recorder, wait for the beer, then Press retu. 

й CLOSE #1:OPEN #1,8,128," 
PUT #1, UT #1, INTC CEN-ST 9712846, 9921975 > 
PUT #1,5T-13-256K INTC (ST-6 “256 >:PUT #1, INTCCST-1327256 
PUT #1.5T-2564INTCST/256):PUT #1, INTC ST~256 2 

6118 PUT &1,24:PUT #1,169:PUT &1.68:PUT #1,141:РОТ #1,2:PUT &1,211:PUT #1,96 
6128 FOR A=ST TO EN 
6130 PUT #1,PEEK¢A? 
6148 NEXT Н 
6150 CLOSE #1:7 "Boot loader created.":SOUND 8,0,0,B:GOTO 515 
6160 IF AFLG=@ THEN 7 "Program not set assembled." :СОТО 515 
6174 TADOR : EH=RDDR : GOTO 6050 
6188 &CI,1):IF C$-"$" THEN HEXS-RS$:GOSUB 788B:ST-V:GOTO 6198 
6185 ALS RIS 2 

6195 ALC ASD 
6138 $ 1,19:1F C$-"$" THEN HEX$-B$:GOSUB 7949: EN=¥: GOTO 6059 | 
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[PROGRAMMING: ATARI XL/XE 

5288 GOTO 605A 

TOAG IF HEX$(4,45=" " THEN K=16:GOTO 7815 
K=4096 
v=o 
FOR H=2 TO 5 
IF HERSCN,H)s" " THEN RETURN 
Н®=НЕХ! ND 

IF НФ: AND H$(-"F" THEN V=V+¢KKCASC(HS)-55)):GOTO 7060 
у=\+С Kk ASC? H$ I-48 >> 

68 K-K^16:IF K¢1 THEN RETURN 
Я NEXT H 

НЕХ®С 1, 152"$" 
Srza 
K=4096:1F DEC(256 THEN K=16:SF=1 
FOR TO 6 
IF DEC’K>=1 THEN GOTO 8880 
HEXS N, O=" g" 
ede IF К<1 THEN GOTO 8865 

T М 
IF SF-1 THEM НЕХФС4,6)=" " 
IF SF-8 THEN HEX$(6,6)=" " 
RETURN 

8 PH=INTCDEC/K) 
IF РН>Э THEN HEX$(N,N=CHRS(PH+55)-GOTO 8118 
НЕХФСМ, М 5=СНЕ®СРН+48 > 
ОЕС=РЕС-РНҰК: GOTO 8050 

19008 DATA BRK, 0, ORAT. X, 2, ERR. O, ERR; Bs ERR 8 ORAZ, 1 ASLZ, 1, ERR O, PHP, O, ORAH 1, ASL BU, ERR, B, ERR. 6, ORA; 2 
10910 DATA ASL, 2, ERR, 0, BPL, 3, ORAI. ¥, 2, ERR, @, ERR, 0, ERR, B ORAZ. Xs 1, ASLZ. X 1, ERR, 0, CLE, A, ORA. Y. 2, ERR, A, ERR, B, ERR, O 
10020 DATA ORA, X, 2, ASL. X., 2, ERR, 0, JSR, 2; ANDI. X, 2, ERR; BERR: O, BITZ, 1, RNDZ; 1, ROLZ, JERR, A, PLF, 4, ANDE, 1, ROLA, 9, ERR, 4 
8836 DATA BIT, 2,AND, 2, ROL, 2, ERR, B, BMI 3; ANDI. ¥, 2, ERR, 8, ERR, D, ERR, B, ANDZ. X, 1, ROL ) 1, ERR, B, SEC. B, AND, Y, 2 

19040 DATA ERR, 0, ERR, 0, ERR, O AND. X, 2, ROL. X, 2, NOP, B, RTI, B, EDRI. X, 2, ERR; B, ERR, B, ER R: Ø, EORZ, 1, LSRZ. 1, ERR, B 
dd DATE PHR, 6; EORR. 1, LSRR, B, ERR, @ JMP, 2, EOR ıLSR, 2, ERR, 8, БУС, 3, EORI. Y, 2, ERR. A, ERR, A, ERR, G 
10060 DATA EORZ. X, 1, LSRZ. X, 1, ERR, E, CLI, @, EOR. Y, 2, ERR. B, ERR, B, ERR; B EOR. X: 2, LSR. X Е,Й 
16876 DATA ЕТ5,@,ВОС1 +2, ERR, B, ERR; B, ERR, D, RDCZ , 1,RORZ, 1, ERR O, PLA: 0, ADC#, 1, ROR 

| AG. ERR», JMP I 2, ADC, OR, 2 
10080 DATA ERR,B,BVS, 3, DCI. Y, 2, ERR, B, ERR. @, ERR, B, RDCZ. X, 1, RORZ. X, 1, ERR, 8, SEI, 0, 
ADC. Y 2, ERR, 0, ERR, B, ERR, 4, ADC. X, 2 
12490 DATA ROR. X, 2, ERR, B. ERR. Ø, STRI.X.2, ERR; B ERR, B, STVZ, 1,STRZ, 1, STXZ, 1, ERR. 0, D 
EY, E, ERR, 0, TAA, 0, ERR, @ 
Е ETE! STR, 2, STX, 2, ERR, B, BCC, 3, STAI. Y, 2, ERR, B, ERR, B, STYZ. X» 1, STAZ. X. 1, 
STWZ, Ys 1, ERR. 
10110 DATA TYA, 8, STR. Y, 2, TXS, B. ERR, @. ERR; B; STR. X: 2, ERR; B, ERR, O, LDVM, 1, LDAI. X: 2L 
DAH. 1, ERR. B. LDYZ 1, LDRZ, 1, LDXZ, 1 
18128 DATA ERR. Ø, TAY, @, LOA#, 1, TAX. A, ERR, B, рҮ, 2, LDA- 2, LDX, 2, ERR, 8, BCS, 3, LDRI. Y, 2 
ı ERR, B, ERR, G,LDYZ. X, 1 

DATA LDRZ 1- LDXZ, Y, 1, ERR, 8, CLV @, LDA. Y, 2, TSX, G, ERR, Ø, LOY. X, 24 LDA. X: 2 LDN 
ERR A, CPY#, 1, CMPI. X, 2, ERR, O 

DATA ЕЕК,@,СРҮ2, 1, CMPZ, 1, DECZ, 1, ERR; O INY, B, CMP# 1; DEX, B, ERR, B CPY, 2, CMP. 2 
ERRA 

DATA ENE, 2, CMPT. ¥, 2. ERR, O, ERR, O, ERR, B CMPZ. X, 1, DECZ. X 1: ERR: B CLD: B, CMP. Yo 
JERR. @, ERR, à 

9168 DATA CMF. Х,2.0ЕС. X 2, ERR, 8, CPX 1, SBCI. X, 2, ERR, B, ERR, 8, CPXZ, 1: SBCZ 1, INCZ, 
1,EFR,@ 
10170 DATA INX,@.SBC#, 1, NOP, B, ERR, B, CPX, 2, SBC, 2, INC, 2, ERR, B; BEM, 3, SECI. Yo 2, ERR G 
JERR, 0 ERR, 4 
181BBeDgTH SBEZ. X, 1, INCZ. X, 1 ERR, O, SED, 9, SBC. Y; 2; ERR. B, ERR, B, ERR, D, SEC. X 2, INC. X 
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4 

"Whaddya mean, you sold the last copy?' 
No doubt about it . . . bulging eyes, flaring 
nostrils, face contorted in rage, literally smoul- 
dering with frustration. 

Another ordinary ST user has missed out on 
ST Update. 

Trouble is, in its first few months ST Update 
has been a monstrous success. There's simply 

no way you can be sure that there'll be a copy for 
you, unless you order one today. 

It's too late after the event. Tearing your 
newsagent's arm off and beating him to death 
isn't going to help. 

Save yourself the anguish. Just ask him nicely 
to keep your copy safe each month. 
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Picture ` 
Conversion 
Philip Grace 

~ [PROGRAMMING: ATARI ST) 
icture Conversion enables the user to 
convert pictures from Degas or Degas 
Elite to Neochrome or 32K screen 

format, and vice versa. The program is 
written in Fast Basic and is completely Gem 
driven with all the options available from the 
menu bar. 

Select the source file type and then the 
‘object type before clicking on the load 
picture option. Once a picture has been 
loaded it is quickly converted and is now 
ready for saving. At this juncture you can 
also View the picture currently in memory, 

DEFPROCnenu 
RELEASENOUSE — 
CHECK ITEN40, 1:CHECHITEMSE , 11 ENABLEITENZS 0: ENABLETTERZA Os ENABLE TE 

— 

IF MESU(4) 950 AND MESR(4].A2 THENFROCS select 
зика) 055 ANO ESU(4):99 THENPROC select 
TITLE ESS, 

IL HESS (427 

DEFPROCAL sp1 ay_prog_ into 
BUVMALERTU COE 1 Picture Conversion By Philip Grace 1987 ! 1 oF 
NoPROC 
DEFPROCI оаа pietre. 

П 

ЗАРА LOI CHECK ITEMMESE (4) , 4: okeHEst (4) 55 

The source and | destination formate | are the same 1 JCI 

4 амо Ехтенү‹>зг0вв THENFROCalert. cne:ENDPROC 
FORE i FOSZ: COL (Fx) =РӨЕТӨМИЗ NEXT 

BYTES, 32000 , SCREEN! — 
ENDPROC 

FSELELTES F s рии РЕОСгетоме filename 
FUTO,0 S: — 
— HLSOFENIN (Fa 
IFEX (22120 THENPROCalert two:ENDPROC — 
— LTOS2« COLS LEX) BETH NEXT 
— 
— — 
— 
ENbeROC 
DEFFROCecreen_load continued on page 26 > 
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— te. en spun 
[GRABS , 0 , SCRÉENMI DTH  SCREENHEOHT. 
FSELECTES Fr puni РЕОСг өтмө Filename 
PUTO, 5: IFBUXeFALSE TMENENDPROC 
PATHi=PasHi=OPENINGFS? 
РЕКТИН, 22000 THENPROCalert. thresrENDPROC. [^c 
GETBYTESH г; 
озн 
БЕРРВОС өтөө #11 өпәте 
MMILERIGMTÉ FR DIES A ip 
ENDPROC 

00, SCREENS 

AEFTS (Pa LENIFS) -1) eno 

DEFFROGa! ert one 
EURIALEETO“ESIC | This file 1s not | | 2 DEGAS picture | Jt Ок 
CLOSE SH BULAFALSEENDPROC 
DEFFROCalert teo BUNSALERTINESIC | Thie fale is not | 1 a meochrome picture | JE ОК 25,175 
CLOSE sm: BUA-FALSESENDPROC 
DEFPEOCalert. three. 
ИЛЗ СЕТ ГГ ! This file ie not : 1 32000 bytes long ! 3 OK 2,1) 
— BUNAFALSE: ENDPROC 
DEFFROCGeges. save 
FseFATIS e. FL1 E ae" ": GRA ;O , SCREENWIDTH ,SCREENMEIGHT 
EGELECTPA Fa BUxs PROCrenove 11 enaserPUTO D 31 IFBUXSFALUE THENENDPROC 
PATHERP тїй, жОРЕМШР (Fs? IFCOLI (172099. THEN 
FOREX TOS: BEUTEH „DCX (FX NEXT 
ELSE 
— ‚оз BUTENI O 
ояз 11032: PUTU „COL (FL) 1 NEXT 
ENDIF: , 32000, SCREENY CLOSE 
ENDPRDC 
 DEFPROCHeo. save. 
PAeFRTHY* S. NEDES" "1 GRABO, O, SCREENAIDTH SCREENHE IGHT 
FSELEETPA FA, BUKI PROCromave 1i lenang I PUTO, D S: IFBUXSFALSE THENENDPROC 
Ратна=Р t: торент (F2) 1 IFCOLX (1) 899 THEN. FORF KoI TOLTO: BUTANE HEX (Fx NEXT 
ELSE — e1 T041 BPUTAH , O1 NEXT: FORF X= 1TOS2: BUTUN COL (FX) NEXT 
FORF2=3770120: BEUTH% „NCZ (FH) I NEXT. 
ENDIF, 
— 32000, SCREEN CLOSEWH 
ENDPROC 
DEFPROCucr een, 53 1 0, SCREENWIDTH , SCREENHE TOHT 
FSELECTFA ГЕ BUL PROC emove. 111enamerPUTO, 0, 31 IFBUXSFALSE THENENDPROC 

Hua PENUP (F3) тРЫТВҮТЕЗЕН , 32000 , SCREEN: CLOSER 

DEFPROCv ew picture. BUNALERTINEIIE > Picture will remain 1 on the screen until | the space bar i 
a i pressed ... 3t OX 35,1) 
Takenouse 
BLIT амо) ,0,0, SCREENHIDTH SCREENHEIOHT ен» (O) ,0,0,3 
REPEAT: = ДЕТН LL Ze 32: RELEASEMOUSE: CLG: ENUM 
ENADLEITEM2S, I TENABLE ТЕМ, 1 ENABLES TENS 0 
ENAPLEITENAO, Or ENABLE ITEMA: , O: ENABLE! TEHSO ,0: ENABLEITEHS7,0 
ENABLE I TEHSG От CHECKITENSA+S% , 1+ CHECKITEMSS*D% 1 
— 0з ENABLE TENZê 0 
ENOPROC 
DEFPROCENL E 
— CL OSEM INDOUX DELETEWINDOUX 
Meant Picture Conversion 3" 
Mise ̂L File i Load Picture V Save Picture \ 
— А erit Program 1" Here i Source | Degas (Elite) X  Meochrome \ Screen (22000 Bytes) 3° 
Hece" Destination | Degas (Elite) V Neochrome V Screen (22000 Bytes! j" 
Dinmess (71 
Dm NEX (120) DERISA) ,COLX (52) 
Dina гө) DN (9 
— 
TATRECTO „0, SCREENWI DTH ,SCREENHE IGHT 
GRAFRECTO 0, SCREENMIDTH, SCREENHE IGHT: CLES 
RESERVE SCREEN? , 52000 
FORF% 1 0129: — 
T O8F371 TOZ4:READDCI (FX) NEXT 
She (0) SCREEN? 718: 598 (1) SCREEN AND sFFFF: SMB (2) =SCREENWIOTH 
Enh LS) -SCREENHE GMT SH (4) =SCREENWIDTH? 41 SHE (5) =O, 
SWITCH — EASE O: SE (6) арна, (4= 
CASE 14 SME 802109018222 
EASE 2: SHE (e) HEDRE (а) са 
ENDSMITCH 
Эн (7) =r SHY — 
Dri (O) =PHYSEASE 7212: 09117 =PHYSBASE AND #FFEF: DL (2) =SCREENWIDTH 
DUN 1S) =ScREENHE TEHT: рт, (4) =SCREENMIDTH>>Ss DL (S) =O 
DME (7) тот DME (8) =O: ре (9) =0 
ЕРОС 

\ View Picture —— 

вен — нео DATA — 
DATAO,0.0,9,0,9,7,0,748,7,89.7, 112,4:112,0.112,0,117,0, 119,0,87,0,* DATA 17:57:27,471 17, 119, 32, $52 32.32 32148 32132, 32 123.90. 
DATA0, 0,00,00,001 0,040. 
D512010,01010,010,0,0,0,0,0,0,9,0,0,0,0,0,0, 0,040, 9,0, 9, 0 , 0 0 0.040. 

0» 0,9 :,9,0. REN DEGAS DATA — 
бата 070172119729, 
вата 7,31. 

as ust 
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[BYTES & PIECES s 

Angle Print 100 DEFine PROCedure sprint (pd, pa, an, a$) Fi 
110 LOCal 1,va,va,n 

Graham Russell 120 1*6XLEN( a$) 
Print at angle on the screen with this handy 150 va=COS(RAD(an)) tvd=SIN(RAD( an) ) 
QL utility. The syntax for the procedure is 
APRINT y co-ord, x co-ord, angle, text. 140 vazvanl/3.5 :vd=vd*1/5 

150 FOR n=1 TO LEN (a$) :CURSOR pa,pd :PRINT a$(n) : 
pd=pd-vd : paspat Ma ~- 

160 END DEFine 

Blackout 1 EVERY 20 GOSUD — 
10 PRINT TIME:GOTO 10 

John Durst 20 REM 
MN LR d TR Line 10 is just a dummy: your pro 4g his small Amstra: utility will allow the 

“Wiser to quickly blank off the screen, by use ПОЧЕШ ould be merged haras ‘of the interrupt, EVERY command. The 
routine checks the CONTROL/TAB keys 65530 IF INKEY(68)<>128 THEN RETURN and if they are depressed toggles the first 65531 ik-NOT(ik) 
two inks and the border between zero and 65532 INK @,ABS(ik) 
— (абв 65533 INK 1.24*aBS(Cik) 

65534 BORDER ABS(ik) 
45535 RETURN 

‚ 
=| 

Screen 10 REM ЖЖ5шар Screen** by Gareth L. Perkins 
20 ВЕН 
ЗО MEMORY &A4FF:CALL &BBFF:MODE 2:PEN 1 Swap 40 FOR addr=&A500 TO &A531:READ b$:POKE addr 
*VAL("&"+b$) 

Gareth L Perkins SO cs=cs+PEEK(addr):NEXT 
80 IF cs<>&12E9 THEN PRINT "DATA Error!":STO gap around two screens that are held in | P 

emory with this Amstrad CPC utility. The : on s 7 ата ета ССИ: Tha 70 CALL &ASOO:PRINT ":SWAP.SCREEN installed 
Lee СО qnm | GT DATA 01,09, 45,21,0E, 45, C3, D1, BC, 12 

90 DATA А5, СЗ, 1E, 45,00,00,00,00,53,57 
100 DATA 41,50,2E,53,43,52,45, 45, CE, 00 
110 DATA ЗА, 30, А5, ЕЕ, СО, ЗЕ, 40, CA, 2A, AS 
120 DATA 3E,CO,32,30,45,C3,08, BC, CO, 00 
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PEEK & РОКЕ | 

with Kenn Garroch 

Enterprise to 
ST hook-ups 

S Perrin, of New Parks, Leices- 
ter, writes: 

T have just acquired an 
520 STFM and | 

т using it with a Sony 
Trinitron Monitor KV-1440 UB 
which is fitted with a SCART 
Socket. | read your article 
about wiring the ST to an 
Amstrad Monitor and | would 
like to know the pin se- 
quence for the Sony input. | 
have an Enterprise Computer 
as well, and wonder if you 
can tell me how that wires up 
to the Sony. 

Another problem: is it pos- 
sible to hook up the ST to the 
Enterprise through the RS232 
port, even though the Enter- 

is RS432? The Enter- 
pin out is: 

A1 Offset ground. 
A2 NC 
АЗ RTS 
A4 CTS 
B1 ov 
B2 NC 

1 am sorry but | have no 
idea about the SCART 
plug, and since there 

must be at least 21 pins, there is 
not a lot of use trying to guess. 
All | can do is make my usual 
plea to any readers who may 
know. 

Your second question is easi- 
er to answer, setting up com- 
munications between the ST 
and the Enterprise is simply a. 
matter of connecting the follow- 
ing lines: 

sr Enterprise 
2% B4 Data in 
3 RX B3 Data out 
4 RIS A4 CTS 
5 CIS АЗ RTS 
7 SigGnd Bi 0 Volts. 

and having a terminal program 
running at either end. Match the. 
baud rates, word lengths, stop. 
bits, and parity, and away you 

since the TTL's d 
means that it is good at sink- 
ing current but useless at 
sourcing current. Is this true 
or doesn't it matter. What 
logic would you use? Also, И 
negative logic has to be 
used, will the circuit remain 
unchanged? 

output high. The advantage of 
this configuration is that most of 
the power goes through the 
resistor allowing a cheaper tran- 
sistor to be used 

Alternatively, the non-invert- 
ing circuit can be used, the only 
problem being that the transis- 
tor, since all of the power to the 
motor goes through it, needs to 
be high power. 

Supply (5-15V) 

PZ Supply 

Input I», 
Output 

= OW 
Non-inverting driver 

requires higher 
power transistor 

Fá 

0 Volts 

A robotic 
truth table 

Michael Tilling, of Leighton 
Buzzard, Beds, writes: 

1 am in the process of 
Jdesigning a computer 
controlled robot for my 

A Level Technology project, 
but I have recently come up 
with a couple of questions 
regarding the TTL and CMOS 
range of ICs. | wonder if you 
could help. 

intend to drive the robot's 
stepper motors from the 
printer port of a BBC micro 
through a logic network to 
obtain the required outputs. 
The truth table is shown in 
figure one. 

Figure One 
B А Pi P2 P3 Ра 
0 i. 3. a ОЖ М 
OF) 083 3: 0 
E Ө Ж ote: 
q O V ө е 

Figure Two 
B А P P2 P3 P4 
E жол 'T= 
icq 1. S9 31 5 
T 79) Эт. ло 0з. 
dO то зе 
I've been told that if | want 

to build a logic network from 
TTL ICs | will need to use 
negative logic (figure two), 

The current output of TTL 
A: should not really be 

your main concern since 
they should not be used to 
directly drive stepper motors. 
What you need to drive is a 
transistor that in turn drives the 
motor. 

In this case, you would be 
better off using CMOS tech- 
nology, since И consumes much 
less power and generally does 
not require any external resis- 
tors or capacitors. In practice, it 
is generally a matter of personal 
preference, and mine was al- 
ways CMOS since it is more 
flexible. 

There are a couple of ways to 
implement the truth table you 
have given. The first is to design 
a logic decoding system as you 
suggest, the second is to use а 
purpose built decoder such as 
the 4-bit demultiplexer chip, the 
4555ВЕ. This gives the result 
shown in your figure one, and 
can be used as shown in the 
example circuit diagram. 

There are two ways of using 
transistors to drive the stepper 
motors, firstly in the inverting 
format. Here, a one input to the 
base of the transistor turns it on, 
and pulls the output low, a zero 
in the base tums it off and 
allows the resistor to pull the 

If you want to use the invert- 
ing configuration and have non- 
inverting output then use a 4011 
4xnand gate chip to get four 
cheap inverters for the outputs 
of the 4555 

One of the main things about 
logic circuit design is to use the 
simplest circuit possible and, 
keep the chip count as low a 
possible. To design a logic sys- 
tem using n/and/or gates to 
perform the same function uses 
more chips and is therefore less 
efficient (though it is good prac- 
tice to do the design anyway) 

Colour 
blindness 

S D Marchant, of Innsworth, 
Gloucester, writes: 

1 would be grateful if 
you, or your readers 
‘could throw any light 

on the following problem. 
| have an Amstrad CPC 

6128 microcomptuer with а 
monochrome monitor. | have 
recently tried connecting the 
micro to a Saisho colour 
television via the RGB 
socket. 
The picture, although re- 

cognisable, seems distorted 
with the colour intensities all 
wrong. Does this have any- 
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thing to do with the two dif- 
ferent types of RGB that you 
have mentioned in past is- 
sues, and if so, is it possible 
to convert the signal 
formats? 
PS An Acorn Electron does 

work with this TV set (RGB). 

Looking at the problem 
А: 1 know that 

the Amstrad colour moni- 
tor works with the BBC micro in 
RGB mode, and since this is the 
same as the Electron, things 
should work the olher way 
around. That is, a monitor that 
works with the Electron, should 
Work with the 6128, 

However, a quick examine 
tion of the connections on the 
BBC and the Amstrad reveal 
that the centre pin in the former 

465 ted high (5 Volts] The Am 
strad manual says that this is 
the LUM input and although it ıs 
nol, as far as | know, used ол 
the Amstrad monitor, И may welî 
be that it is on the Saisho. You 
might try examining the Saisho 
manual to see if it says anything 
about this pin, if not. try setting 
it to 5V or GND to see ft makes 
any difference, И may need 
be tied either way 

It is quite possible that ! have 
got the whole thing wrong, and 
some of our readers know 
better 

If So, please let me, and S D 
Marchant, know. 

The origin 
of numbers 

Andrew Cook, of Clifton, Bristol, 
writes: 

1 have a query which 
Qis the machine 

code utilities for the 
Commodore 64 that use the 
SYS 49152 command to start 
them. You published a few in 
Bytes and Pieces and | was 
wondering where the 
numbers in the data state- 
ments come from and how | 
Could obtain these numbers 
in order to write my own 
programs - perhaps to send 
in. 

All routines that are ac- 
Ac Ма the SYS com- 

mand are machine code 
programs. They use numbers 
that are instructions and data 
for the 6510 microprocessor in 
the C64. 

These numbers appear in the 
data statements since this is 

the easiest way to transfer 
machine code from computer to 
Computer via the paper medium 
(magazine pages to you and 
те) 

The first number іп the se- 
Quence is always a code for an 
instruction to the microproces- 
ser, and it tells it to do some- 
thing. The 6510 has quite a 
number of these codes, each of 
which denotes a specific 
instruction. 

Each Instruction is usually 
something simple such as load 
ine accumulator register with 
the next number in memory, ie, 
LDA #10 in assembly language 
ог 169, 10 as machine code 
numbers. 

The 6510 is virtually identical 
10 the 6502 processor and has 
the same machine code instruc- 
tion numbers, the difference 
between the two being that the 
6510 has some extra memory 
control lines built in. Writing 
machine code is usually done 
with mnemonics ~ short words 
that remind you of what they 
mean, For instance: 

is a machine code program that 
абв 120 into the internal A 
register or accumulator with the 
LDA #10 instruction, then 
stores A at memory location 
49160 with STA 49160. The RTS 
means return from subroutine 
and is used because SYS treats. 
machine code programs as 
though they were subroutines 
so, normally, RTS is put at the 
Conclusion of every machine 
code routine. 

Inside the 6502 there are 
three registers, A, X, and Y. The 
А ог Accumulator is used as a 
general purpose store, and re- 
Cerves the results of all opera- 
tions such as ADC (Add with 
carry) and ROR (Rotate right 
опе place). Machine code uses 
these registers to perform oper- 
ations and load and store 
memory allowing programs to 
be written 

There are two ways of writing 
machine code programs, by 
hand, and with an assembler. 
The first of these is quite ar- 
duous and time consuming 
since once the program has 
been written down with the 
mnemonics, it has to be ‘as- 
‘sembled’ into the numbers that 
the microprocessor can 
understand 

lt can be done using а 6502 
‘manual such as the 6502 User's 

Manual by J J Carr, published 
by Prentice Hall 

Each of the mnemonics is 
converted into its numerical 
form, and then placed into a 
data statement in sequence. A 
FOR . . NEXT loop is then used 
to place this into memory at the 
Correct position - it is then 
called via SYS. For example, 
take the program above: 

It starts at 49152, so 

мет Орегапа Numbers Opcode 
49192 LDA — «10 — 16910 
Load accumulator with 10 
49199 STA 49160 — 18192 
Store А at 49160 
49157 RTS x 
Return to Basic 

The Basic loader would there- 
fore be: 

10 FOR T-49152 ТО 49157 
20 ABAD APOKE TA 
30 NEXT 
40 SYS 49152 
50 DATA 169.10,141,8,192 96. 

When writing programs this 
way select the start location of 
the program, in this case, 
49152 

Each instructions (opcode) 
now takes up one byte, and 
each argument (operand) takes 
опе or two depending on its 
size. So, the first is LDA #10. 
The # means immediate data, 
ie, that in the next memory 
location so this assembles as 
169,10, 

The fist is in 49152, the 
second in 49153. The next in- 
struction is STA at a memory 
location (non-zero page, ie, 
greater than 255) so this is 141 
and goes al location 49154. 

The address at which A is 
stored is split into two bytes 
since each memory location can 
only hold a number from 0-255, 
the first being the remainder 
after dividing by 256, the 
Second being the number of 
times 256 goes into the number. 

In this case 49160-8, 192, ie, 
(192°256)+8. These two 
numbers go in the next avail 
able locations in the program, 
те, 49155 and 49156. The RTS 
instruction is one byte, and has 
no arguments, so 96 goes in 
49157. 

РЕЕК & РОКЕ 
This completes the program, 

and the Basic loader can be set 
up to read the data, made up 
from the numbers found. 
169,10,141,8,192,96 and the 
FOR... NEXT loop counter cis 
used as the pointer that tells 
POKE where to put the number 
in memory. 

SYS 49152 then jumps the 
microprocessor to the number 
at 49152 and it tries to execute 
it which it can since it tells the 
processor to load its accumula- 
tor from the next memory 
location, 

As you can see, this is rather 
а messy process, and very me- 
chanical, especially when it 
comes to working out jumps 
and branches, 

A program called an assem: 
bler can be used to perform all 
of these tasks and generate the 
numbers needed to form the 
program, 

Assemblers also allow the 
program to be placed in 
memory at its correct location 
as well, though this task is 
sometimes left to a special pro- 
gram known as a loader. 

Whichever way the loading is 
done, the result is a machine 
code program in memory which 
can be execuled with a SYS 
command to its first instruction. 

Converting assembler pro: 
grams into a paper media form 
can be done with the following 
Basic program, 

10 PRINT "ENTER THE START AD- 
DRESS OF THE CODE 
20 INPUT S 
30 PRINT "ENTER THE END ADDRESS" 
A0 INPUT E 
50 FOR T-S TOE 
80 PRINT PEEK(T) 
70 NEXT 

Write down the numbers pro- 
дисе by the program and then 
place them into data state- 
ments in a loader program as 
above. 

It is possible to make the 
Computer create data state- 
ments that it will automatically 
add to the program, but then 
program and the ideas behind it 
are a little too involved to ex- 
plain here - perhaps in the 
future. 
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w MEMOTECH 

Plus £3.05 postage (total £43) 

y 64K User Ram уг 

w Z80 Processor yx 
¥ 3 Channel Sound ¥ 

7с 16 Colours ¥ 
їс Extensive Software sx 
w CP/M 2.2 Adaptable + 
w Fully Guaranteed + 

W w W w Ye Y Yc Ye Y Ye Ye Yc Ye Ye Yc 
Further details/orders to: 

UK HOME COMPUTERS 
82 Churchward Avenue, Swindon, Wilts SN2 1NH 

Tel: 0793 695034 

SPECIAL THIS WEEK 
NEW COMPUTERS 

Spectrum Plus.......... — 
Commodore Plus 4.... 

POWER SUPPLY UNITS 
СТВ 
Spectrum 48 
7Х@1 ee 
Commodore Plus 4.. 

Mains adaptor 3, 6, 9V switchable in 
red or green 

Trojan light pen for PCW now at 

Word processor on disc for C64/128 or 
Apple 11C, 11E only. 

5 Superior software games for BBC only. 
Dragon joystick interface 

DRAGON SOFTWARE: 
Send for our free catalogue of games from only £ 1.99 

All our prices include VAT and postage. 
Visa and Access 

R. & A. J. PRESTON 
King's Hall Court, St. Brides Major, 

Mid. Glamorgan CF32 OSE 
Telephone: 0656 880965 (24 hrs.) 

S0/POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY 

FOR SALE 

BY AUCTION 

SECONDHAND COMPUTER 
EQUIPMENT 

BBC micros, Apples, Apricots, Epson PX8 

and TYPEWRITERS 
Olympia, Olivetti, Adler manuals and 

electrics 

VIEWING 
on September 22, 1987 

AUCTION 
on September 23, 1987 
at The County Hall, SE1 

access via Queens Walk entrance 
(route will be signposted) 

TELEPHONE 
The London Residuary Body on 
01-633 5845 for further details 

"| AM NOT A NUMBER" 
You are a talented C PROGRAMMER 
who wants to work on a significant 
project, to be recognized for your hard 
work, technical expertise and soft- 
ware design flair. 

We have a long-term project on our 
DEC VAX installation (Unix) using 
custom-built viewdata software and 
are looking for that Special Program- 
mer who can develop this viewdata 
application in our Central London 
offices. 

Strategic thinking is required to de- 
sign and code with regard to future 
developments. Your empathy with 
users who work on the system will 
ensure that you have a stream of 
suggestions for individual imple- 
mentations. 

If you would like further details of this 
unique opportunity, telephone 01-278 
3143 (9-5.30pm) and ask Denise She- 
muel to send you details. 
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[COMMUNICATIONS 

Crackers and 
Hackers 

Compunet moving to its new 

vice, Courier, was unavailable for a 
while. Now that it has returned there seems 
to be twice as many letters coming into my 
mailbox (GE81), Amongst a recent batch 

Mig was a message from Dave (DJP2) to gently 
hd remind me to have a look at an area which 

he is one of the editors of. 
1 had fallen into the trap of thinking that 

with a directory uploaded in the Arcade 
Avenue of the Zap Club and calling itself 
Crackers and Hackers it would be full of 
things like second rate demos with 
'borrowed' games music and had therefore 
never taken the trouble to look. 

| vias therefore very pleased to see that 
my original supposition had been far from 
the truth. The Crackers and Hackers area 
works under the title 'For Users Who Want 
To Do More Than Just Play Games' and it's. 
edited by NGT1, JNS and DJP2 with further 
help from PF5, GMW2, RB30 and IG4. They 
don't have a fancy header for their area but 
they do have a couple of Alpha Goto's 
which are C + Н and C + H1 for the second 
directory. 

From C and H there are many sub 
directories, the first of which is the Transfer 
Club which offers advice and help in mak 
ing a disc backup of tape-based games 
They make special notice that help is only а! 

| hand for tape to disc, presumably to avoid 
any charges of helping people make illegal 
copies of their software. 

The Poker club is a cleverly named area 
listing various Pokes (all shown in 

hexadecimal) to cheat your way through 
popular games, Reviews of games are held 
їп the C and H Clapper Board directory 
Which has spawned a further sub-directory 
for hardware reviews. In the Gossip Shop 
you can find news, opinions (Sometimes 
Controversial) on computing and communi- 
cations topics 

Users are encouraged to upload into the 
swap shop and adverts areas which both 
contain small ads for computer products 
and software. Help Line is useful for anyone 
with a computing problem; just put a 
message up and if none of the C and H 
team can help then there is always a good 
chance that one of its readers can. Another 
space for your uploads is the game demos/ 
art area which some people may feel gives 
them a better chance of being noticed than 
in the main Compunet demos area. 

Cand Halso has a free utilities area anda 
sprite section which holds a free sprite 
editor and pre-designed sprites ready to 
drop into your latest game. The latest 
addition is the "Parallel Dir’, which is all set 
to become an area in its own right as it 
already has sections for news, hints and 
tips and utilities 

Crackers and Hackers is not an excep. 

Graham Edkins suggests some areas of 
Compunet you may like to sample, including 
Crackers and Hackers, and Party Line. 

connect charge of £1.00 per hour. 
Once you have linked to Party Line you 

are given a choice of options in the duck- 
shoot, STORE to save your chat session to 
disc or tape, LEAVE to quit the area, and 
CHAT. 

Selecting CHAT removes the duckshoot 
and opens up two windows, the upper with 
the chat scrolling up and off the screen and 

COIUpLl 
RES 

Б) - 53 * 
231249 x*POKER SHOP T+ 

#CLAPP n8 D» + 
*i Bl c * + 
x -SHÜP»* * 

233532 *HELP-LINEx T+ 
$3333 **MISCELLAMEOUS» T+ 
233535 мс & Н INFOx Р? 

C*Hi wDIR FOR HORE* D+ 
236276 *SPRITE SECTION® D+ SER 

HALLOP! GAMES REVIEWS Fi DEMO REUTEWS F2 
BIZ BUZZ F3 DEMO NEWS F4 SMALL ADS F5 

tion on Compunet. There are many areas 
which have grown to an extent where you 
can spend all of one online session without 
seeing anything else. Most of the areas are 
non-profit making for the uploaders be- 
cause they very rarely add а charge to any 
of their frames. Their motives are more to do 
with the fact that Compunet is one of the 
few chances that exists to run, edit and 
write areas which can be read by thou- 
sands of people, even going to the expense 
and problems of starting your own bulletin 
board is very unlikely to achieve such a 
large readership. 

Another service offered by many data- 
bases is a chatline which gives users the 
opportunity to talk via their keyboards to 
each other anywhere in the country. The 
ability on Compunet to download linking 
software while online makes their chatline 
(GOTO PARTY) the best available in the UK 
because it is not confined to any of the 
screen format constraints of the main 
system. 

The special link software cost 50p per 
usage until recently, when this charge was 
removed. Party Line now has just the extra 

the bottom window, where you type any 
messages that you wish to send. 
A third window can be brought down to 

scroll back through any chat that you may 
have missed due to the speed at which it 
works. Up to 22K of chat may be reviewed. 
in this fashion. 

Changing names 
There are other functions available all of 

which are pre-fixed with a asterisk, these 

are “ALIAS XXXX which will change your 
name which appears with each message, 
"ENTER XXXX which allows you to move 

from your current room into anyone of eight 
others (if the room name does not exist it is 

also created by this command), "WHO 
which lists all the Party Line users there 
alias and room, CALL XXXX to tell another 

user that you wish him to join you in your 
room, and finally DICE which can used 
within Dungeon & Dragon games to gener- 
ate random numbers. 

If you have never entered Party Line or 
have only ever used it with the old Plain Link 
then | strongly recommend that you try it, 
especially now that the Special Link is free. 
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s we've seen many times in the past, 
опе of the most useful musical 
applications for your micro takes 

advantage of its built-in memory and con- 
trols to supplement the abilities of modern 
synthesisers. Cost-cutting often robs these 
instruments of their control panels, output 
displays and memory, leaving the user with 
a powerful synth which is disappointingly 
hard to edit 

Roland's Alpha Juno synths, for example, 
only have a single control (the Alpha Dial) to 
select parameters for editing. Yamaha's 
ОХ100 has just a single data entry slider to 
alter all parameters, and the FB-01 module, 
which otherwise offers tremendous value, 
can't be edited at all - without a computer. 

The same remarks apply to sampler such 
аз the Ensoniq Mirage and the Sequential 
propher 2000. The problem here is that not 
only will a micro have to store a set of synth 
parameters before editing them, but it will 
also have to store the vast amounts of data 
involved in describing a high-fidelity sam. 
pled sound. 

This means that a decent micro such as 
the ST is usually necessary for sampler 
editing, although there are a couple of 
Ensoniq Mirage editors suitable for the 
Commodore 64, and it wouldn't be surpris- 
ing if a few Amiga-based editors turned up. 
in the near future. 

If you want a reasonably priced Midi 
sampler to add to your micro, the Akai S612. 
is available at bargain prices - around £399 
with a Quick Disk drive. Its six-note poly- 
phonic and tremendously fast and simple to 
use, whether you want to play sounds from 
its own library or make your own samples. 
But the 5612 would certainly benefit from. 
more complex editing facilities, and it's 
taken a while for a suitable package to turn 
up. 

ls being imported by Syndromic and 
comes from Drumware's Soundfiler range, 
Which also includes editors for the Akai 
XT000/S700, Akai $900 and Casio FZ-1 and 
Gen Wave, a generic sample editor which 
should work with any sampler conforming 
to the latest Midi sample dump standard. 

The S612 sampler just has two sliders on 
its front panel which allow you to set a start 
and end point for the sample and decide 
whether the sound loops between these 
points. The sliders aren't tremendously 
accurate and the loop options are far from 
comprehensive 

Soundfiler runs in monochrome or medi- 
ит resolution colour and will load a default 

Editing without tears 
Mark Jenkins discusses the problems of 
finding a sound editor powerful enough for 
your synthesiser. 

set of parameters for sample playback 
unless there's already something in your 
sampler's memory. Two sample files (а. 
belled WAV are supplied and these are a 
marimba and a synth-like Sweep 

И you load one of these sounds its 
waveform is displayed in closeup and in 
longshot on the computer screen; you can 
very easily draw in new sections of the 
sample using the mouse (useful for remov. 
ing clicks). Fade at any point, crossfade to 
another sound, set the three sample play 
options (one shot, looping, and alternating) 
and undo any action if you make a mistake. 
It's also possible to shift the start point/ 
splice start point and the end or "tail" of the 
sound quite rapidly, 

It takes about 20 seconds to send a new 

‘Akai $612 Soundfiler on the ST 
sample across to the Akai S612 via MIDI, 
but only a couple of seconds to send a new 
set of modified parameters including loop 
points, The file options are pretty straight- 
forward, while the "Akai" options simply 
allows you to transter either sample data, or 
sample data with other settings, to or from 
the 5612. 

The voice option is a little less obvious; it 
indicates the availability of between one 
sound (on a 520ST with several desk 
accessories in place) and six sounds (on a 
1040ST with none), any of which can be 
selected for transfer to the Akai. You can 
move voices around so that the sound you 
want is loaded from voice one as a default 
when the program starts ир. 

Under the next option, Function, you're 
offered EQ, loop, envelope and knobs. EQ 
allows you to set a peak, band or notch filter 
with high or low cut off for the sample, with 
variable resonance and frequency. This is a 
facility which isn't available on the S612 
itself, which just has a low-pass tone 
control, and so could add a lot of versatility 
to your sounds. 

You can undo the EQ at any time, and the 

option to play a note on the $612 exists on 
this page, as it does on the main loop page 
and on the envelope page, which again 
offers options not available on the S612 
alone. You can reverse, invert phase, insert, 
merge, replace and copy using portions of 
the total sound, and this page allows you to 
combine parts of two different sounds if 
desired Ç 
Overall volume 
You can draw your own volume envelope 

impossible on the S612 alone) and in- 
crease the overall volume to the maximum 

possible before distortion occurs, which is , 
handy for minimising the effect of hiss in a 
sample 

Knobs” simply duplicates the vibrato 

‘Speed/depth/celay, filter, release, total 

tune, loop mode and mono/poly controls on 
the sampler itself, adding a Transpose 
value from -24 to +39 semitones. The last 
section - identified just by а musical note at 

the top fo the screen - brings up a 
keyboard display which allows you to set 
any note with any velocity to be played from 
the computer, and also allows you to set 
high resolution (slow waveshape drawing) 
or low resolution (fast waveshape drawing) 
for all the waveform displays. 

The Soundfiler handbook is extremely 
well written and acts as а guide to sampling 
‘techniques in general as well as a reference 
work for the software. 

It points out that you can create fuzz, 
flanging and echo effects with careful use 
of various Soundhier options, explains 
crossfade looping and the ways in which 
this can smooth very different sounds 
together, and generally answers most of 
the questions you may have about operat- 
ing the package. 

Soundfiler isn't the most inexpensive 
package in the world at just over £150, but it 
does add an enormous amount of power to 
your S612. It doesn’t make it multi-timbral 
like the 5700/5900 and X7000 units, but it 
does allow you to improve the quality of 
loops and splices, join together bits of 
different samples (for instance, putting a 
timpani on the start of an orchestral crash) 
and modify your sounds in ways which are 

not available on the S612 alone. 
In other words, Soundfiler makes the 

inexpensive S612 a much better proposi- 
tion if you want a polyphonic sampler to add 
to your ST. 

Syndromic Music, 24-26 Avenue Mews, 
‘Muswell Hill, London NW2, 01-444 9126. 
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MICRO-FILE 
SOFTWARE 

E. STORT SOFT 
ATARI MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS 

INCREDIBLE LOW PRICES! COMPUTER ACCESSORIES 
AML cau A O DERIT AMEN алип ABE CENTRED ns nu rr EL TI MEE TTE Eid * * eX us Sii sm ти vo ccs нил un а os EH BLANK 5 1/4 DISKS ЗТ TO RS232 MODEM LEAD (2 metres) k f895 EIL кыз со IRI Ro MN VAE T а pire ЕЗ wes puni اپ ER uan eS c uiis БАН BEY de da Маг. 

it 3 ons COMPUTER STATIONERY 
ле 2 us —— еа ret ol ST TET e aswa 
00 £2400 50 БА 16% £900 £995 2 Xs =” и бу бо “DS r] gu E iss £850 шш VA E Er] r ite Ki mwa w SEEMS e IDE en D cs m Бш шш: жш 3 EE E EH $ 8 E CITE — Рава spacy mabe fas sen (1, 2 0 3) 

мг is me com єсїш de "Тю" ge Е 
 MF200 (05/00) MS HSM 6300 12500 4% SPECIAL OFFERS 

BLANKS DISKS sns uns = ЗЛИ — 
Ld mo £60.00 £11000 £200.00 PORANNA " ено F200 mn £8000 £150.00 (220 00 миломе £045.00 WSA ST B MG a Sua мою номт mes LOCKING OISK BOXES мапама пш % ue MEM M a SU MTR mmm sica ов sunm - ee Sj- hatos ao 58 orea HE E fv an set At Tao wi ا CM e Анин. 

"er sd De cade game Mapas, bark dics 10 pet you peg. Base quae фий d теш. 

FULL RANGE OF ATARI HARDWARE & SOFTWARE - BEST PRICES - RING FOR DETAILS! 
Just write for more information. Cheques etc. payable to STORT SOFT (international orders add 10% and remit in pounds Sterling by bank draft or intl. money 

‘order. Write for quote in any other currency) 
ACCESS/MASTERCARD/EUROCARD/VISA accepted. CREDIT CARD ORDER LINE — 0279 89509 

24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK — NO HIDDEN EXTRAS — WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU PAY 

18 CROWN CLOSE, SHEERING, BISHOP'S STORTFORD, HERTS CM22 7NX ga | 

ү CROWN SOFTWARE BRADWAY SOFTWARE (PW) 
ANY PRICE AND WE WILL MATCH ITM The specialists in — for the Spectrum 48 and 128 and +2 LETTA- HEAD PLUS. Design your letterhead, poster or label on screen, add text тот the ovary of 25 diferem forts, select the rogurod output format and print al the copies you 

need Price only £8. 
DUMPY 3. Produces over 100 different size, shape, density and shaded sereendumps. ‘Price less tan 1р per dumpll E8 50. 
UN-O-TYPE. Print out any ASCII wordprocessor fle n high densiy М.О in a choice of 26 fonts, ог tum you Spectrum ino a ful WYSIWYG electron typewriter, Price ГЁ 50. 
АБТНОМ».- The very best 280 assembler and monitor package. Full wordprocessor style ‘editor, unimited source code on microdrive or Opus Discovery, Command driven ‘mentor with mutiple breakpoints, single stopping, slow run etc. Price £ 13.50 (stat 

microdrive or Opus version. 
DISC MANAGER. Discovery disc sector editor and fie management program. Erase, rename, copy groups of fies, examine, modify and understand disc diectory, recover 

damaged data Pree £10.90 on jin. дс only. 

Available now 

Atari 520 STFM... 

Commodore Connoisseur Pack. 
Spectrum 42.. 

Spectrum 43.. 

See quarter page advert for best rates on all software 

47 Crown Drive, 
Spalding, 

Hotline: 0775 69058 

Ай programs drive эй primer interfaces and are compatible with Microdrive, Wafadrive 
and Dac. Lets Head, Dumpy and Le-O. Type requre an Epson compatile printer Prices 
"refor cassetes, incide ulinstructions. Ë RP within Europe Plase add CI per pi ‘Worldwide arma postage, £1 SO for microdrive carinae or dac. Send for furor Gero) 

E 
33 Conalan Avenue, Sheffield 517 4PG 

ADVERTISING RATES FOR MICRO-FILE 
Semi Display — £8 per single column centimetre (+VAT) 
Lineage 35p per word (+VAT) 

CALL SUSANNAH KING or ROBERT COLE on 01-437 4343 FOR SEMI DISPLAY ADVERTISING 
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PANTHER SOFTWAREt 

Please make all cheques payable to PANTHER SOFTWARE, 2 Riverway Gardens, The Meadows, 
Nottingham NG2 3LL or Phone: The Hotline 060? 
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ZENITH 171 PC portable, backit 
LCD scroon, dual disc drives, IBM/XT 
Compatible, v.g.c. Bew £1500, only 
£600 оло. Tel: Anthony 0452 
21910. 

ICL ОРО keyboard monitor mode M 
plus exchange software £350 опо. 
Tel: 01-952 9104. No time wasters 
please. 

FOR SALE! Atari бак 20001. Good 
condition. Pree 40 great 
games £135. Tet Оз. Harlow 
343682. An ides git 

GL (25), Pros green monitor, Psion 
programs. Озрей, EyeQ. Copycat, 30 
microdrives, books, magazines, Con- 
tronics printer IF. Complete system for 
£150. Tel 01-440 5111 ext. 540. 

е 

SERVICES 

| FAULTY SPECTRUM? 
Аз you are probably aware from press reports Sinclair Computers по 
longer have a repair department. 
Our computer repair workshop has been an OFFICIAL Sinclair 
Repair Depot for the past six years and we are pleased to announce 
that we will continue to do your out of guarantee repairs as in the 
past. 
Send your faulty computer DIRECT 
SPECTRUM 
2581 
16K RAM .......—- 
MICRODRIVE 
INTERFACE 1- 

CALL OR SEND WITH CHEQUE OR P.O. 
T.V. SERVICES OF CAMBRIDGE LTD 

FRENCH'S ROAD, CAMBRIDGE СВ4 ЗМР 
Tel: 0223 311371 

EAST LONDON MICRO 
SERVICE CENTRE 

Amstrad, 
Auri, MSX plus peripherals. 

l I 

I I Turnaround typical of 2-5 days "We sell spare parts 
Three months warranty || “еей Micros bought and sold | 

Postal repairs unde [A orrai ia 
Computer IC's compone old. Phone; 81:863 2168. 

Budget games, software and | PROMPT ELECTRONICS | 
эмо sola, Malorde | y Unit, 15 Springfield Roa, | 
welcome. Trade enquiries 

welcome. 
Open Sam- pm Mon.—Sat 

SAN ELECTRONICS 
63 Plashet Grove, East Ham 

London E6 1 AD 
01-472 4871 

Four тали wak ren Upton Port Tee Stn, 

Harrow, Middx HAT ТОР 

COMPUTER REPAIRS 
Fast and Professional Repair Service 

in the South East! 

* strad approved ser 
MICRO COMPUTER REPAIR SERVICES 

ATARI OWNERS. Di 

ATARI ST PUBLIC DOMAIN soft- 
ware. For latest list send SALE. 

— — Maplesoft. 16 Oldmead, Southend- 
— — Essex 552 6SW. 

OMPUTER REPAIRS ae Аю 
Fixed Super Low Prices! TECHNOLOGY 
Inclusive of parts, labour and VAT 

1 week turnround 
Free collections/delivery available for local ai 

* SPECIAL OFFERS * 
SPECTRUMS 
C64 
C16 
VIC20. C«4 
вас 
ELECTRON 
AMSTRAD 464 
SPECTRUM 128 £16 inc. 
C64 P.S.U. FOR SALE £20 inc. 
Please enclose payment with item - 3 month warranty on repair 

Please enclose advert with repair 
W.T.S. ELECTRONICS пз 

5-8 Portland Read, Luton, Beds ША BAT. Tel: 0582 450376, Telex! 205871 

Walkers 
COMPUTER SERVICE AND REPAIRS 

€32 inc. + Free Game 

BY THE SPECIALIST 
Боор 762200 Vic 20, C16, C128 C+4 & BBC £15.00 £18.00 All £20 + parts 

1090 дира carry 3 months" guarantee 
Also many spares prices on application Spectrum Membrane. £5.00 ° Spectrum. Membrane £10.00 Commodore 54 Power Suppiy £25.00 y. £14.00 

All prices include VAT. While-you-wait service or send computer with ‘cheque to include £2 OO PAP t0: a 
THOMAS WALKER AND SON LTD. 

31-41 Bissell Street, Birmingham B5 7HR Tel: 021-622 4475 gen 

С B, Opus DDOS disc drive, elec- 
ironic high resolution colour monitor, 
Epson RX-80 F/T printer, view word 
processor chip, over £200 software 
(mainly disc), leads and manuals. Bar- 
gain price £420 o n o. Tel: Frank, 01- 
730 4389 evenings only. 

COMPLETE ATARI starter kit, Atari 
520 STFM monochrome monitor, 
Atari 1 meg disc drive, Star NLIO 
printer. Lattice C compiler, 304 ver- 
Sion plus desk, books ad discs. Less 
than three months old. £800 o.n.o. 
Tel: 01-837 6063 after 7pm. 
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КОК SALE 

J.c.s 
JOHN'S COMPUTER STORE 

w Atari ST range 

+ Amiga A500 

x In Airdrie now - 

Phone 0236 54260 

Hardware and Software 

all tried and tested 

113 Park Street, Airdrie, 
Scotland ML6 9JP 

HORSE RACING FORECASTER 
National Hunt/Flat horse racing rating system. Now 
available in programme form for BBC/Acorn. Full 
instructions on how to rate a race in seconds, with or 
Without converting the formula to your own specific 
micro. 
Bank Holiday Monday, August 31st — 18 Winners, 

clearly rated, including 
Snow Huntress 21-1 
Dublin Aire W 7-3 
Caractus 9-2 
Blazer Trail 4-1 
At lesser odds: 10-3 

7-2 
5-1 
5-2 
7-4 
2-1 

13-8 
11-10 
11-8 

Plus 4 odds-on favourites 
Details and proofs available on request. Can be used 
for Flat or National Hunt all year round. System lasts 

virtually forever (requires no updating of data). 
Programme for BBC/Acorn - £15 

System/formula to be used with or without converting 
the formula; example Spectrum, Amstrad — £15. 

ALLAN DATA 
1 Lorn Road, Dunbeg, Connell, Argyll PA37 10G 

Telephone: 0631 62923 jan 

= 

55552555555 

Athene Consultants 
33 Holly Grove 
Fareham, Hants PO16 7UP 
Tel: 0329 282083 

ALL DISCS SUPPLIED WITH LABELS 
AND LIFETIME GUARANTEE 

Description 
3-5 DS/DD 10 discs.. 
3-5 55/00 10 dises.. 
Storage Box (holds 1 

Quantity Discount starts at 50 discs 
3-5 DS/DD 50 discs. 

3-5 SS/DD 50 discs...... ONLY £49.90 inc. 
(87p each VAT) 

Despatch by ist class post 
Remember prices include VAT, postage and 

label is 
Same Day Express Despatch add £ 1 

per 10 discs (by 1st class post) 
All discs by top manufacturers with a 

ifetime Guarantee. Li 
PLUS a 14 Day Money Back Guarantee. 

To take advantage of these very low prices, 
send cheque/P O. to: 

Tp Athene Consultants 
Dept (POP), 33 Holly Grove, 
Fareham, Hants P016 ТИР 

\ Tel: 0329 282083 
У Prestel MBX 329282083 

CALL FOR THE LOWEST 
PRICES FOR QUANTITY IN U.K. wa 

WHY BUY UNBRANDED DISCS WHEN YOU CAN 
HAVE QUALITY AT THIS PRICE??? 

Nashua 355/5 D/D (Boxed) 
10 - E18 5, 25 - f44 95, 50 - £84.95, 250 - £395.00, 500 - £795.00 Nashua M35 0/3 0/0, 
10 - £24 95 25 - £54.96, 50 - £103.95, 150 - £298.95, 250 - £479.95, 500 - £949.95 — D/S 0/0 
10 ~ £995, 25 - £2395, 50 - £45.95, 100 - £85.95, 260 - £724.95, 500 - £429.95 

10 Amoh Discs RAP £29 95 O/P £25.95 
TRADE, GOVERNMENT, EDUCATION ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

LOOK! Cheapest Periphals in UK олт оез 125 Uk % b БУ Mm ms Ея ue tie — me Bë ЕНУ Ss — e — me eis polo аА Hs BS 
SPECTRUM TOP 20 SPECIAL OFFERS * аз Commodore AP ор 
E E быы $us БЕЙ = fas Аел (т M SIN ELI 1 — rs к ae Bs 
Alf Манаа Monta. 1650 See Оки, pis Иш Spectrum RRP Ор == na fes Us ов = fe mem dide 
= йы Duc БЕ RE 
Bride of тейине. £750 Room Store £195 {3% 
vm аз Mer edn. Té ш 
—— 3— £195 £596 * BR ioc Us БЕ — na beei E 
ы БВ маа RE ds з = EE [E 
Utilities Commodore C64 disc RRP or —— ЕЧ Tm = Hs ms — ds ms == на fa 

‘SAE List for best prices on ALL Computers 
Free budget £1.99 with every three games ordered on list price only 

БОр P/P on periphals. Cheques/P.O. to: 
GD Computer Tapes 

PO Box 106, Gloucester GL3 4LL (0452 864769) 



FOR SALE 

MAMISTA T м.а statistics and Mathematics Package 
MARKETED BY S. €. COLEMAN 

Available for BOTH PCW AND CPC ranges ж ж * New Amstat 7 
ASTAY - messe. static devote. — fnd parsa Leste tay ХОУ wth ange and multe тэс тала 2 way AOV, jos Rame, acorns Ña Ste and ipu Varades and observator ipa 
AMSTATA ara Т nangarametric tests in 4 programs proving a “complete Seger oma Giguere „Коктогу Sense Bir Russ: Moles Sama. Зей. Wai raontsaton Fane edn ester May Way. Was lw. 

Walis, Contingency. Spearman, Kendall J 88 
таео val" _ Tony Kendle Город, Computing Wooly, STAN уте 

= | be CT now ghe tan unreserved recom LO. жае Stet urbes “=> Compute win йе Атны X — 5s 
AMSTAT 3: FORECASTING An array of business oriented mathematical and statistical software: Linear and Polynomial regrossion, Trend and Seasonal Varaüon, Muluple Regression Analyst, 
Transtormaniona, Exponantai Smoothing, Adaptve Pitenng. Graphe splay, ful print SU слата sinea mec Ue and jor tech AMSTAT 4: RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ~ LINEAR PROGRAMMING MODULE Genera! Purpose Linear programming + Specahsed Transportation and Assignment varianta. Capable of analysing and solving problems of sequencing. scheduling. lending. and allocation of scarce resources 40 page manual, 18 worked examples AMSTAT 6: SFANOVA = Up to B-way analysis of —— el sires on way AOV. Maximum of 2.000 data points (900 on unerpanded CP/M 22) input for ASCII fies. Output to screen or text е with full AOV tabe + main and meracton. 
Iara avi Nowman Kauia on man eed Mana idac on AMSTAT 7: RESOURCE MANAGEMENT lÍ ~ STOCK AND PRODUCTION ANALYSIS Calculation of optimum re-order levels for both sig and multiple items Dynamic 
Programming to calculate optimum production schedules for single items and consola Tion of sever results ипо a multiple schedule Also Pareto and Lorenz analysis. Output to screen or printer Includes operational manual with worked mxamples. 
The programs have applications in research of all kinds, education, sales, production 
Planning: work and method study, financial planning. personnel, soci work et 
Pree со POW Pelet сс PW 
AMBTAT 1 (2585 1229 — AMSTATS (зз 027365 
AMSTAT 2 (3095 0095  АМЗТАТТ пз (Us 
AMSTAT I 2595 (38 AMSTAT 142 tasas (4995 
AMSTATA (зз (298 — AMSTAT 1424308 8895 £9885 

These press are exclusive ol VAT. 
AT per nam POP waka UX Cheques and P.O s to 

|, Ashby-de-la-Zouch, 
ics LEB SOA. 

sl 0530 415919 an 

Contral Media shop now open at address below 

CENTRAL MEDIA 
3.5 INCH DISCS 

10 UNBRANDED S/S О/О £9.95 
10 UNBRANDED D/S D/D £10. 

5.25 INCH DISCS 
10 DATATECH D/S D/D 96tpi Е: 
10 DATATECH D/S D/D 48tpi E 

ТОК S/S D/D 48tpi £5.99 
All pleas inc. VAT & P BP. 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

'ALL CHEQUES & PO's PAYABLE TO 
CENTRAL MEDIA 

101 SPRING BANK, HULL HU3 1BH 
TEL: (0482) 26581 

33 

SECTOR SOFTWARE 
0772 454328 

OZ - OL - Z88 FILE TRANSFER 
QZ will transfer files, documents, programs etc from the 
Z88 to the QL, or QL to the Z88. Print Z88 files on the OL 
printer, directory files with file sizes, rename files, transfer 
part of file or whole file, full compatibility with Task Master. 

Supplied on 3j" fip disc or microdrive. 
OZ software £15, QL-Z88 lead £8 or both for £22.50 
‘Send now for our FREE 288/01 product guidelprice list (state which). 

SECTOR SOFTWARE 
39 Wray Crescent, 

кч Walton, Leyland, Lanes. PRS 3NA = 
Prestel Mailbox 772454328 = 

SOVEREIGN MRIL-ORDER 
289 St Saviours Road, Leicester LE5 4HG 

Tel: (0533) 490043 

OPEN Mon-Sat 1 1а.т. to 7.30p.m. 

DEALERS OF 
ATARI-AMSTRAD 
ST-COMMODORE 

SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE 

100 33” SS/DP FOR £108 
ГЕЕВ [. foto 
5 10 FOR £6.50 

SUPERBASE £78.95, 
GFA. BASIC £49.95, 
‘BRIDGE PLAYER £16.98 
‘MOUSETRAP £12.95, 
PHOENIX 16% 
PEGAS ELITE £5995 
MINJA MISSION F 
TINEBLAST £095 
F15 STRIKE EAGLE £19.95, 
TRACKER £21.95, 

ALL PRICES INC. VAT & P/P. 
IN U.K. MAINLAND 

GET OUR SPECIAL PRICE LIST FREE 
SEND LARGE S.A.E. FOR PRICE LIST 
AND STATE WHICH COMPUTER 

ST MOUSE EXTENSION LEAD — 
£4.99 EACH 

COMMODORE POWER PACKS 
54 (CPFU) FOR £12.99. 

HARDWARE 

ATARI 40 STFM 
Drive, Mouse and 1st Word 

and FREE software 

ONLY £459.00 
ATARI 520 STFM 

£285.00 
+ FREE Mouse & Mat etc. 

FREE SOFTWARE 

— 

AMSTRAD 0128/0285 КО — 

соммооопе ва PESE 

COMMODODRE 128 Er — Seon Speo = 
SPECTRUM 

— — 

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 
TAPE ose vt oue ЕА 38 1388 i5 1398 i» 1338 im 1338 i HW 288 НЧ 788 1988 15 1389 im du i$ 1385 

295 ns iB ug 
gg - $8: 1380 #@ $95 1359 1380 i188 « 895 1298 

= BE 19) 1388 isse 33.53 288 1586 5° 28 2° 13.50 = RE арз 1388 
19» 138 = 19950 i9 | 5 $9) 1358 = #8 39) 1388 

as BH BS — 1350 1888 ET] 19 1289 
358 in 3388 35 1285 18.88 E] $8 18.88 1288 28 19 
25 898 1388 iR = HN 1358 
ТАРЕ ТАРЕ Disc 25 ee e: EL] $85 wes i $88 12% Hd = $8 de 
195 1320 Son A Milion 8.80 1298 28 1338 |: М = 598 1359 IE 588 
iE n5 $8) 8 

Tare [Software available for 
18$ | Amiga, Amstrad, Electron, 
188 | Spectrum, Commodore. 
E Price includes P&P 
1 for orders over £7. 
im Under £5 add 50p. 

Cheques and POs to: 

CROWN SOFTWARE 
47 Crown Drive, Spalding, Lincolnshire. 

Tel: 0775 69058 1313) 

POPULAR aames ч ig 



шк ACW КЫГЫ, AMIGA А500 NOW IN STOCK 
Includes mouse controller, manual, language disc and other utilities | 

| FOR SALE | 38 

PACK 1 - Atari 520 STM complete with mouse, ss AMIGA 50 
meg disc drive complete with manuals and demos| 5 

£369 Winer Game 

PACK 2 - Atari 520 STM with 1 meg drive mono| Sree sasa: 
, monitor manuals and demos at £459 س Barbarian 

ST SOFTWARE AT GIVEAWAY PRICES —— | Balance of Power з Brian Clough’s Foot Karate Kit 
Championship Footbal 8 Fortunes Kings Quest 3 i Karate Ki 895 два Portal 
The Pawn, Hard Bai — 
Prosound Designer. Crystal Castles — Colon ona dit ET — facae seas Бел зы m 3 Spas aris — 

£ — inci p 
= Mars new oases thie — 

3.5” DISCS Buy two games or more and deduct 50p off each game 
35^ 10 for £12.95 — fom өөй. TU 
357 20 for £24.95 НЧ E š ants 1 rt Se (Aa thangs 35" 50 for £55.95 —— culis ri 

This is just a small selection of our Amiga Software. Send SAE. for list 
| Lockable disc boxes 3.5" holds 90 * #11.95 Other Commodore and Amiga peripherals in stock, please phone Tor details 

Spend over £50 on Software and get a Free Calculator Amiga A2000-£ 1095 ме are Commodore appointed dealers aga, 

| SOUND N VISION | 

All prices include p&p. 

11 St, Leigh, Lancs WN7 1AW. 
Phone now for details — Tel: (0942) 673689 

Cheques and P/Orders payable to: Sound N Vision P.&P./VAT INCLUDED 
Visitors welcome in showroom. Send S.A.E. for price list 

| Software ATARI 520 STFM BOOKS £269.95 Al books £1 each | 2 Pa Sop PAP on Sach book ns ga Available Now!! SINCLAIR > SPECTRUM | | —— Bš 52 | PANASONIC KXP 1081 PRINTER cranny Aber Pme 
129 | 120 ops Dot Matrix Printer — М.О Option, Condensed. — 

'Option, Friction or Tractor, Super Printer Dea’ Yau? selo 
88 88 ONLY £159.95 + VAT — | оа Ve d rad 

PHILIPS CM 8533 IT AMSTRAD | ns ав Medium Resolution Colour Monitor Looming Programs 
Br] as ONLY £274.95 осомморот N па BE | inc free lead for Atari ST, Commodore or Amiga — Cla Ta Wore 

| ns gs ATARI ST SOFTWARE — Toe па теде бааз fest Word Pus... еы ——— ds nce НЕ | Sea cd nm пв | Sec come * | ig БЕ |8 | Eie „ишы nn EE] йз re eg RE | T yon 
ити | | — row | «а | этюв [Nm 

£299 £2.98 PEOPLE HS ке £299 || SGN. cot f299 | suci. «мэ, | эги 40k AMSTRAD TAN | старон | ASTRA мыр o | SPECTRUM 120K | — | 
; АВ GAMES 1 | UNBELIEVABLE | UNBELIEVABLE ssic | SPECTRUM | AMSTRAD | UNBELEVABLE|  SCOTT 

—* ULTIMATE [ULTIMATE VOL 2 А8510 | STINGERS —— ULTIMATE | ADAMS SCOOPS Werde ees erai Lj mand frs Айии — — Tame Stange Dorsey кч Bran Boo — | Voose Conie D — as Wie Bika ae 
£238 dr £2.90 [шушын | | — em | ыш | 

PROGRAMMERS mreawarionat] змон xwx | | | REFERENCE ‘SOCCER BASIC SPEEDKING | Supe canrnivce | ское | Зоне 
p p $10.95 eats я ИШЕ 

кч MAIL-CENTA -— || 
17 Campbell Street, Belper, Derbyshire DE5 1AP. Telephone: 077382 6830 

| Please make cheques/P.O s to Mail-Centa: Telephone orders using Access/Visa welcomed | Postage: UK under £S please add SOp; aver ЕВ free {not books): Europe 7p: orders only нз» 



WITH LIBRARY CASES. 
| сто C со coo 29 350 770 790 $70 50 1600 1620 1590 1850 100 2300 3000 3100 3500 

Fuly Incisive (СОР. £1 extra) 

| DISKS 
105i 05/00 

£6-00 inc. cas: 
10 3}"Ss/DD 
£11 inc. case 

| 10 MAXELL 3“ CF2 
£20 

MEMOTECH COMP! 
AND AC 

MTX 512 COMPUTER DMX 80 PRINTER 85232 PASCAL ROM. SPECULA TOR ROM mb. DISK DRIVE & INTERFACE £160 
| mb: DISK DRIVE & INTERFACE £160 
— Mercolec ang! Ormai 

'UK NOME COMPUTERS YE ORICIVARO AVE зион, ‘murs ie te Prong Sans 0733 695094 

— "Um sienna ar — et 
xin to тозот Abingdon Gardens, Bath, КОЕН 

MALL TRADERS РАСК 
For the SINCLAIR QL 

and AMSTRAD CPC 6128 кет A, Wa ya ro. ke 
ee ch ie Sc — 

‘as Seth ot ee ts = te ER ope ‘Sig ree SAE hae 
‘SD MICROSYSTEMS (Dept PCW) 
PO. Box 28, NTCNIN, MENTS, UK 

NEW Sinclair 2X Spectrum 128K Plus 
Two Clearance Sale. Only £90 (Half 
RRP). Limited Offer. Choques or Postal 
Orders to: RUC, Boscombe House, 
Boscombe Road, Southend-on-Sea, 
Essex SS2 5JD. 

DISK LABELS -37 & 3" Dak бен. 7163 ador eed acing lor computer Was. $00 - F1555 1600 T2568. Tinted labels n. Bus Cream, Yalow, Orange. Green: T 1000 E3 08, 1000 (3361 
300 «£1775, 2000 £3058 Tints a 500: E1820 1000 E24 65, 2800 £38 

and can provide ported labels im 2046s For price lt and sample brocnure of our full 
range of self adhesive micro computer labels 

us eiat of quantity dacounts S Sittingbourne 9795129425 (24 hrs) 
Smeed- Dean сет Sitingtourne| Kent EG RN 

Sell Adhesive Labels- SUPERFAST 

“Te 08907 50965 coe 

MONEY FROM YOUR AMSTRAD PCW 
pu 
EL — — 

=== ms 
— —— ‘oes he ton Wee 

POINT ONE PUBLISHING 
Box 34, St. Bes, Cumbria CA27 08N 

Ta 0946822242 iom 

AMIGA 
PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE 

—— Morte: ME —“ 

TLOPPYSHOP ST USER GROUP 
and public domain library 
— — —5—— —— — Бо а катода за паран Taa И Ed 
EE d Le di a 

PI rere, on 
AMSTRAD 6218 pius colour moni 
tor, computer fitted, multiface 2, tape 
to disc copier, under guarantee, E200 
of software, plus data recorder, £295 
опо, 
WANTED! Owners who want to ват 
money with their computers. Hours to 
suit you. No programming. Interosted? 
Send S.A.E.: Barleycorn Marketing 
IPCW1), 65 Capsey Road, If 
Crawley, Sussex RH11 OUF. 
ATARI 520 STM, 1 meg AS & T 
upgrade, 2 x 1 meg AS & T drives, 
mouse, Atari SM125 monitor, Fast 
Basic cartridge, Thunder, First Word, 
public domain software, books, mags. 
All equipment good as new. Must sell 
the lot £350 (half today's price). Te 
Jaff Hosier, 0635 33235 or 026487 
371 
SINCLAIR QL, D/I, P/| Ram "C^ 
Pascal, supercharge, ram disc, QL 
Paint, QL Spell, games and joystick for 
£350 o.n.o. Commodore 64 СВМ + 
2CN + software and joystick. £150 
оло. Tel: 01-205 8211 
ACORN ELECTRON COMPUTER, 
high resolution monochrome monitor. 
books, business, educational, and ar 
cade software, professional key- 
board, BBC Basic, 6502 assemt 
eight colour 640 x 256 graphics (sos 
еп screen modes), very reliable. Only 
£105. Tel: 0946 66770. 
FOR THE Memotech MTX comput- 
ers: one RS232 serial communication 
board and booklet for sale. This allows 
communication with modems, serial 
printers, other computers, and FDX 
disc system. Only £20. Те: 0948 
66770. 

ж SPECIAL OFFERS Ж [a] 
Incredible Price Cuts 

10. S635... £6.15 
25. — #1250 
50 esy £19.35 
100 Eases {3495 
150, 9832 £5298 
250. £85.95 
500. 1231925 16535 
3" Maxell CF2 (10) 

A Division of Brock! 

M.D.S. Computer Supplies 
11 Church Street, Banbridge BT32 4AA 

Credit Card Hotline (08206) 23477 
Twenty-four hours 

500. 510-00. £511.75 
£25-00......£22.50 

170 Boden Common Boulevard, Maton Kaypas, ects MATE pay 

PANTHER S 

Coming soon . 

The Business 
Game for the inquisiti 

LATEST RELEASES ! ! ! 

Company 

Daily News 
Do you have the ree qe dnon to run a 

daily newspaper? — £9.99 
Games, Educational and Business Software for the 

Amstrad PC and IBM-compatibles 
STOP PRESS ! ! &l 

Panther Software for all machines coming soon! 
2 River Way Gardens, The Meadows, Nottingham NG2 3LL 

Telephone: 0602 860664 

OFTWARE 

. Easy Spell! 
"87 
imulation 

ме mind – £14.99 

Trade enquiries welcome 4413) 

UE Mene et win cow [ST PUBLIC DOMAIN Soro usta кашыр or cocto 
books. Sell for £295 0.0.0, Tel: Than- 
‘et (0843) 34945. Ask for Ralph. 
C128, C2N, 1570, monitor, sound 
‘expander and keyboard. Action Re- 
Play Three, Neos mouse, Currah 
speech. Music Maker, disc notcher 
games, books, manuals, £450 о.о. 
Tel: 0778 345120. 
AMSTRAD CPC 6128 for sale. 
Comes with colour monitor, data ca: 
sette recorder. software eg, Mini Of. 
fice 2. Graphic Adventure Creator, 
The Pawn, all three titles worth £67, 
all on disc. Also 21 other games on 
disc and tape worth £200, also eight 
blank discs worth £40. Tons of mags. 
Only six months old. Sell for £325. 
Tel: 0362 696833 and ask for Ron 
Stun 
COMMODORE 64, 1541 disc drive, 
data set MCS803 printer, £1005 of 
disc games, £250 the lot. Also disc 
games from £7 50 + tape games from 
£1.50, Tel: Martin, Oxford 770161 
after брт. 

КЕЯ Fora Ret send stamp only to: 
SOFTVILLE 55 Highfield Avenue, Waterloovillo, ante POF IPY шш 

AMSTRAD CPC464 computer, col- 
ош monitor, disc drive, 64K expan- 
sion unit, light pen, AMX mouse 
music and graphics utilities, 40+ 
games and books. £325. Tel: Luton 
(0582) 599493. 
C128, 1541, modem, F.F. Laser, F. 
cartz. joystick, 100 discs. Superbas 
Superscript, v.g.c. Lots of software 
and mags, ай leads inc. C2N tape deck 
£500 o.n.o. Worth more, quick sale 
wanted. Upgrading to Amiga. Tel: 
Leek 384682. 
MEMOTECH tape to disc conversion 
booklet for all disc systems including 
cp/m. Completely rewritten, extend- 
ing to 35-pages, packed with informa- 
tion and references, Convert favour- 
ites like Quazzia, Qogo, Sepulcri for 
£5.00. Tel: 0946 66770. 
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PERSONAL COM 
Commodore's 
Buy the Atari 

FUTE * 
lable NOW. Call for price. 

— only £299 inc. VAT. 
prices. 

Victoria Circus Shopping Centre 
2 пог from railway station) 
Southend on Sea 

Tel: (0702) 614131 

= 

HAYES 
A.S. and T. Ltd. „ GOEL COMPUTERS 

Largest Atari St dealer in rr i 
Essex 

Tel: 0702 510151 
Unit 32/33 
Rutherford Close 
Eastwood Industrial Estate 
Leigh-on-Sea 

isex 
(Progress Road/AI2) 

Come and see us at the PCW "Show Stand 3096 
We are now also at 

1000 Uxbrdge Road, Hayes Te-01573 2726 
45 Boston Road, London W7 Tel 01579 6133. wm 

DIGITAL SHAD LTD 

атада 500 

Special offers 

* A500 plus starter kit & modulator 

ў £499 ус 

Л. Atari ST 
Special offers 

* Atari 520 STFM plus starter kit 

w £260 x 

if you can't see the machine, peripheral, or 
software you want, then ring now for new low 

prices or send S.A.E. for mailing list. 

Mail order hotline 01-471 7969 
All prices include VAT 

9 Selsdon Road, Upton Park, London E13 9BY 

DEALERS! 

You can reach 40,000 readers for as little as £25 a week! 
For more details phone Susannah on (01) 437 4343 



LEX 
SPECIAL PRICES WITH THIS AD! ‘AMSTRAD SUMMER DEALS Amstrad 1640 20Mb Tandon £999 — top Sues ta ge ES Sc re oa, Tenn 20 gh crt 

gov AMSTRAD E oyaa or amem tant tr cin 
P= Ñ sansa E a4 Hcr 

pua MM MA Lu. gers TOTES = 
ES. d Arani Hem, pru — m 

|| EELI R — 5 
| | хеш L-. oM ras 
== i Resse a 
GOVERNMENT AND EDUCATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME. aoa tet grants oe a E D do A VE o Oe rA Eta Ga зва HY ES TEA BABES — 
LIVERPOOL N. YORKSHIRE 

CITY SOFTWARE | | THE COMPUTER SHOP 
‘Specialists in зж Atari STFM including Basketball, 
AMSTRAD Shanghai and Music Studio - 

COMMODORE £299.00 

ET WA Зз 8 wack 135 TP omh osa w " 
AND HARDWARE £1.50 each or £10.00 for 10. 

66 Lime Street, 224 High Street, Northallerton 
| City Centre, Liverpool lorth Yorkshire 

| Tel: 051-708 7100 283) Tel: 0609774129 — ose 

4 SOUTH WEST 

AVON COMPUTER EXCHANGE LTD 
Biggest independent computer distributor in the West 
and Wales. Specialist in home and business computers 

*USED COMPUTERS 
Spectrum 48K. £44.95 
‘Atari BOO XL £49.95 
Commodore 64 £89.95 
Amstrad 464 £89.95 

DISC DRIVES 
Commodore 1541 £99.00 
Atari 1050 £79.00 
CBC disc drives. £69.00 
"Ај prices include VAT and free delivery in UK. We also stock а 
vast range of printers and all the latest software. All Atari ST and 
Amiga software 2096 off recommended price with this advert. 

NEW COMPUTERS 
Amstrad 464 mono. x £169.00 
Amstrad 128 mono. 1259.00 
Amstrad 6128 colour £249.00 
Commodore Amiga £474.00 
Atari 520ST £289.00 
‘Amstrad 8256 £344.00 
Amstrad 8512 £458.00 
Amstrad PC 1512 12458.00 
Amstrad PC 1512 mono. £655.00 
Amstrad PC 1512 colour > £655.00 

Amstrad РС 16040 EGA in stock 
Opus System PCL 1 é £458.00 

All other models in stock 
FAST PC XT compatible — 13 meg hard disk £976.00 

Make cheques payable to Avon Computer Exchange 
42 Cannon Street, Bedminster, Bristol BS3 1BN 

Telephone: 0272 637981 
126 Church Road, Redfield, Bristol BS5 

Telephone: 0272 542116 
87 City Road, Cardiff 

Telephone: 0222 483069 

THE MIDLANDS AND NORTHERN ENGLAN 

MANCHESTER/HINCKLEY ASHBY DE LA ZOUCH 

com 
ASHCOM 

0 STEM, keyboard/mouse/5 meg drive. £259.95 
ТЕ keyboard/mouse/1 meg drive. £499.95 

р monitor £79995 
14 1 meg drive £169.95 
'ommodore Amiga range 
0 £499.95 

£249.95 
(packed in 10s) £14.95 

û ай software. All prices include VAT at 15% 
information call us on (0530) 411485 or 

send cheques/PO or Visa/Access details — 

ASHCOM 
10 The Green, Ashby de la Zouch, Leicestershire LEG 5Ј0, 

send SAE for full prc 
to the address bei 

LICHFIELD 

є 
34-36 Market Street, Lichfield COMPUTER ijs 

WORKSHOP Tel: 0543 262976 

BARGAIN PRICES 

Spectrum «3 deal which includes joystick and 
disc games. е £245.00 

Spectrum +2 deal includes joystick and software...... £154.95 
Amstrad 464 with green screen and software......... £194.95 
Amstrad 464 with colour screen and software......... £294.95 
Commodore 64C including mouse and software....... £245.00 

Please contact Catherine 
for further enquiries 

CLEVELEYS STIRLING 

ELM COMPUTING TECH SUPPLIES 
Amiga A500 — £489 + VAT Ex-stock electronic 

(Vouchers accepted) components, computers, 
Atari 520 STM £269 peripherals. word processors; 
апос d Run test equipment and office 

including ST Ami " equipment. 
— NO ORDER TOO SMALL 

Pren NO ORDER TOO LARGE 
= сен HE 18i Winchester Avenue, Denny, т tam rues a — — Strtingshire РКВ 
ELM COMPUTING. Je York Avenue, "Cleveleys, Lancashre FYS 2067 T 0253852882 — ium 

3 SCOTLAND 

GLASGOW EDINBURGH 

E 
Tel: 0324 825627 

ope мәз Sang, 0-10 Хут и 

GLASGOW AMIGA 
COMPUTER CENTRE CENTRE SCOTLAND 

Atari appointed dealer 
and Service Centre 

Specialists in Atari ST Computers 

"Amiga Specaists since 1985 
Amiga А500 and A2000 now available. 
Technical and softwar support to tur cus- 
tomers Full ange of AMIGA software and 

peripherals. 
Send SAE би our software catalogue 

4 Hart Street Lane 
— ENI SAN Se) 

Tel: 031-557 4242 (24 hrs.) Е 

VIRGINIA GALLERIES 
(1st FLOOR) 

33 VIRGINIA STREET 
GLASGOW G1 1TU 
TEL: 041-552 1522 

! 



Have you ever thought of 

articles in the magazine. 

Programs 
Technical editor Duncan Evans relies 
оп you for the programs section. И 
needn't be that machine code master- 

piece that NASA was promising you 
vast sums for, what we re looking out 
for is handy routines, utilities, anything 
that you've concocted that makes your 
life easier as a programmer that you'd 
like to pass on to others. 

Don't make your programs too long, 
please - it's best if we can print the full 
listing in one week, and a four part 
listing is probably the largest we can 
accept. If they're very short, then so 
much the better, they' fit neatly into 
our Bytes and Pieces page 

Features 
We're also particularly ini sted in 
articles about programming, which 
should be sent to Christina Erskine. If 
you think you could explain technical 

Popular? It's a sure fire passport to fame, if 
not fortune, and we always welcome 
contributions from readers for features and 

YOUR NAME IN LIGHTS 
writing articles for 

areas of computing to a wider 
audience then do let us know. 
We also welcome articles on 

any aspect of home comput- 
ing, although we cannot feasi 
bly accept anything longer 
than 2000 words. It's worth 

checking by phone or letter 
first that your piece will be 
Suitable, but we're open to all 
ideas 

Money no object? 

If it's по! the money you're 
interested in so much as sim- 
ply having your say, the Ziggu- 
fat slot is where anyone can 
get up on a soap box and air their 
opinions. Your article should be 
600-650 words long. We pay £15 per 
Ziggurat published, 

For even less money, we'd like to 
hear your views, comments and opin- 
fons on our Letters page, and our 

columnists are always on the 
look-out for hints and tips and 
Comments on their own areas of 
the magazine. 

Mark Jenkins welcomes corre- 
spondence of a musical nature for 
Soundcheck, Martin Bryant is in- 
terested in any queries or views 
regarding computer chess, and 
Our communications correspon- 
dents will be happy to answer 
questions about modems and 
networks (mark your envelope 
Comms’). 

Any technical or programming 
problems you're encountering 
can be addressed to Kenn Gar- 
roch. Kenn tries to help as many 
people as possible in Peek and 
Poke, but cannot undertake to 
give personal replies. 

How to submit 

For features, it is almost always 

better if you write or telephone first to 
discuss your ideas with us. Your arti- 
cles should be typed or word рго- 
cessed, preferably in double spacing, 
using one side of the paper only. 

Please don't write more than 2000 
words for an article. Program notes 
should explain what your program 
achieves and how it works, but, again, 
please keep them concise. 

Payment 

Listings will be paid at a rate of £25 per 
published page, Bytes and Pieces at 
£10 each, For feature articles, we pay 
£40 per published page, which is about 
800 words. 

Your payment should arrive six 
weeks after publication date 

Where to send them 
All submissions should be sent to 
Popular Computing Weekly, 12-13 Lit- 
tle Newport Street, London WC2H 7PP. 
If you mark which department your 
letter is destined for on the envelope it 
will help us process them much more 
quickly. 
We will make every attempt to ac- 

knowledge receipt of your submission. 
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NEW RELEASES| 

Budget games 
from Hewson 

on the rack 
he scramble for a slice of 
the increasingly attractive 
budget market gets even 

more frantic with the arrival of 
Hewson's new budget label, 
Rack:lt 

Hewson is now опе of the 
oldest and most respected soft- 
ware houses in the country, 
with hits like the recent Exolon 
and last year's Uridium to their 
credit. So the Hewson name on 
a budget game is likely to 
attract the second look hal 
makes all the difference with 
the casual buyer (which ac- 
counts for the majority of bud- 
get sales), 

Mastertronic is in on the deal 
too, since they're doing the 
marketing for the new label, lts 
involvement should ensure 
wide availability for the Rack: 
titles. 

Let's not overlook the games 
themselves though, The first 

| Rackit releases should reach 
the shops this coming week, 
and we've had a look at three of 
ihem: Draughts Genius, Sun- 
burst and Anarchy. 

Sunburst is marginaly the 
least impressive of the three, 
though it's still as good as any 
recent budget shoot 'em up 
that I've played. 

You control a small space- 
craft flying towards a star which 
is surrounded by various rocky 
formations, From these, a num- 
ber of aliens launch themselves. 
into space as they attempt to 
prevent you reaching your goal 

Killing the aliens allows you to 
build up your energy stores, 
and when these are high 
enough you launch an attack on 
the star itself. 

For some reason the pro- 
.grammers have fixed the ship in 
the centre of the screen, with 
the landscape moving beneath 
it, and this isn't as effective as 
а ship that can move freely 

around the screen, Sunburst 
doesn't match the quality of the 
slick, fullprice shoot ‘ет ups 
that Hewson is renowned for, 
but | haven't seen a similar 
budget game that beats it — 
certainly not lately. 

Draughts Genius is what it 
says. Hewson says that since 
the programming behind а 
draughts game is fairly easily 
Understood it has made this one 
stand out by the quality of the 
presentation 
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The board is shown іп 30 
perspective, with an animated 
representation of Albert Ein- 
stein as your opponent, staring 
thoughtfully at the board, 

You can choose to play 
against the computer or 
another player, or watch the 
computer play against itself 
The game offers eight levels of 

nam: 

play, and begins playing a very 
competitive game at around 
level four. 

People raised on frantic 
arcade games might not think 
much of playing draughts but 
this is the best version of the 
game that I've ever seen on the 
‘Spectrum, 

‘Anarchy is the one that got 
me hunched over the joystick 
wanting ‘just one more go’. It's 
a very simple shoot ‘em up set 

c 

in a maze, and with an element 
of strategy. 
The purpose of the game is to 

guide your tank around the 
maze (a security complex 
according to the inlay, but the 
plot doesn't really matter). 

‘Along the way you have to 
destroy a number of blocks (fuel 
dumps), and when all these 

have been eliminated you can 
go onto the next level 

The tricky part is that you * 
only fire at the blocks from 
short distance away, If you're 
directly adjacent to one your fire 
has no effect, 

This means that you have to 
position yourself in such a way 
аз to allow you to destroy the 
maximum number of blocks in 
the shortest period of time, 

It isn't as easy as It sounds, 
especially since you're playing 
against a two minute time limit, 
but it's the sort of game that 
teasingly lets you get close to 
achieving your target so that 
you can almost - but not quite 
= finish within the time limit. 

And once the old 'l'm sure II 
be able to finish if | have one 
more go’ syndrome sets in then 
you're hooked, 

So, a good start to Hewson” 
budget venture. The least of 
games is as good as most of the 
competition, and the best is 
simple but infuriatingly addic- 
tive. If the standard remains this 
high then budget labels like 
Codemasters, Firebird and 
Mastertronic itself. will have to 
werk hard to keep up, And, with. 
luck, that competition will work 
im our favour and cause the 
standard of budget games to 
be raised even higher. 

Cliff Joseph 
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Amstrad СРС 

Program Shard о! Inovar Туре Ar. 
cade Price £1.99 Supplier Master 
tronic, 8-10 Paul Street, London 
EC2A 4H. 

Amstrad PCW 

Program Supertype Il Type Appli 
cation Price £24 95 Supplier Digita 
International, Kelsey House, Barns 
Road, Budleigh Salterton, Devon 
EX9 6H. 

A selection о! eight new fonts which 
т Бе used in conjunction with 
созор! 1 and 2, as well as a 

variety of CP/M software. 

Atari XL/XE 

Program Storm Type Arcade Price 
£1.99 Supplier Mastertronic, B-10 
Paul Street, London EC2A 4JH 

Program On Cue Type Sport simu 
lation Price £2.99 Supplier Master. 
ironic, 8-10 Paul Street, London 
ЕС2А 4JH 

Commodore 
C16/Plus 4 

Program On Cue Type Sport simu 
tion Price £2 99 Supplier Master- 

ic, 8-10 Paul Street, London 
ФА AJH. 7 

Commodore 64 

Program Shard of Inovar Type Ar. 
cade Price £1.99 Supplier Master 
ironic, 8-10 Paul Street, London 
EC2A 4JH 

Program Arcade Classics Type Ar 
cade Price £1.99 Supplier Firebird. 
64-76 New Oxford Street, London МСТА IPS. 

Program Onfield Football Type 
Sports simulation Price £2.99 Sup- 
plier Firebird, 64-78 New Oxford 
Street, London МУСТА 1Р5. 

Program Cagematch Type Arcade 
Price £! 99 Supplier Mastertronic, 
8-10 Paul Street, London ЕС2А 
ан. 

Program On Cue Type Sport simu 
lation Price £2 99 Supplier Master. 
tronic, 8-10 Paul Street, London 
EC2A 4JH 

Your complete guide to all the software 
released this week 

Program Word Tour бо! Type 
Sports simulation Price £9 95 tape. 
£1295 disc Supplier Electronic 
Aris, Langley Business Cente; 
11-49 Station Road, Langley, Nr 
Slough, Berks 513 BYN. 

Program Traxxion Type Arcade 
Price £9.95 tape, £14.95 disc Sup- 
plier CRL, CRL House, 9 Kings 
Yard, Carpenters Road, London 
E15 2HD. 

Despite the barely literate and 
gushingly purple prose on the inlay, 
Traxxion turns out to be quite a 
good shoot “em up But £995 is a 
little steep though 

Program Plasmatron Type Arcade 
Price £9.95 tape, £14.95 disc Sup- 
plier CRL, CRL House, 9 King's 
Yard. Carpenters Road, London 
E15 HD. 

Program Scary Monsters Type Ar- 
cade Price £7 95 tape, £1295 disc 
‘Supplier Firebird, 64-76 New Ох 
ford Street, London МУСТА TPS. 

An arcade adventure, featuring an 
island full of monsters pinched from 
Hollywood horror films, and you аз. 
the hunky hero who sets ош to 
rescue the hapless heroine. 

NEW RELEASES f 
Program Lords of Conquest Type 
Strategy Price £995 tape. £1295 
disc Supplier Electronic Aris, Lang: 
ley Business Centre, 11-49 Station 
Road, Langley, Nr Slough, Berks 
SL38YN 

An award-winning strategy, war 
game. rather like the board дате, 
Risk. It also includes a map genera- 
tor allowing you to design your own 
maps to play on. 

Commodore 
Amiga 

Program Deluxe Paint Il Type Uii 
lity Price £6995 Supplier Elec- 
tronic Arts, Langley Business Cen: 
tre, 11-49 Station Road, Langley, 
Nr Slough, Berks SL3 BYN. 

continued on page 45 > 

noteworthy thing about it. 

hamster 

game is pretty average. 
Hamst 

got one handy. 

пу game with a title like Ninja Hamster has to be worth а 
look, but unfortunately the title is probably the most 

Ninja Hamster returns from his hamster 18-30 holiday to 
find his village terrorised by Sinister Rat and the Lizards of 
Death. Fortunately Hamster is a master of the martial arts, 
and so he vows to free the village from their tyranny. 

Not surprisingly, Ninja Hamster is an addition to th 
ranks of martial arts games, but only the novelty of having а 

the hero makes it different from any other 
kung-fu kick "ет up. Once you get over that novelty the 

(who looks more like a di 
ball than a mammal of any sort) faces a series of eight 
‘opponents who have to be loaded into the game two at a 
time in the 48K version, or all at once in the 128K version on 
the flip side of the tape. These opponents can b 
controlled by the computer or by another player if you've 

The movements are all fairly standard for this sort of 
game; high kicks, low kicks, block, jump, etc. Hamster 
Tesponds to joystick and keyboard control smoothly 
enough and your opponents collapse with a gratifying 
‘squeak, but the graphics are a bit rough. 

Attribute problems are always a problem with the 
Spectrum but they can be tidied up a bit more than they 
have here. When you and your opponent stand right in front 
of each other their figures become a complete blur. Also, 
when Hamster faces right and makes a low-kick he shouts 
“Hyahll”. If you make the same move while facing left he 
shouts “HHayh”, which seems to indicate a certain lack of 
attention paid to the graphics. 

If you've got some sort of furry animal fetish then Ninja 
Hamster might be your cup of tea, but it's by no means one 
of the best kung-fu games around at the moment. 

ited cotton wool 

Cliff Joseph 

Program Ninja Hamster Type Martial Arts Micro Spectrum 
Price £7 95 tape, £14.95 disc Supplier CRL, CRL House, 9 
King's Yard, Carpenter's Road, London E15 2HD. 
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By Richard Hanson 

PROGRAMMERS! 
The definitive reference guide for all aspiring game programmers FREE when you subscribe to 

Compu 

omputing 
* Will help you write high-quality marketable 

computer games software. 
* Explains what qualities you need to succeed and 

the pitfalls to avoid. 

ж Extensive advice on writing and marketing the 
software. 

Please enter my annual subscription to Popular Computing Weekly at £25.00 
| UK, £39.95 Overseas and send me my FREE copy of "Success in 
| Software 
| с Please debit my Access/Visa/AmEx card no: 

| JL ЕГ Т ТГ | 1 
| Expiry date: Signature: 
| D t enclose a cheque made payable to: Sunshine Publications Ltd. 
| Name: 
| Address: 
l 

| Return this form to: PCW Subs, 12-13 Little Newport Street 
London WC2H 7PP, UK. 

Programmers 

"xperienced 
assembly language 

programmers 

required to work on conversions 
and original projects for top 

software houses. 

Telephone: 

Roger Taylor 
0533 559711 ext 285 

Or write to: 

Ashminster Computing Ltd 

Magazine Business Centre 
11 Newarke Street, 
Leicester LEI 5SS 

PROGRAMMERS 
CONTACT 

LEIGH RICHARDS € 

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING 
ASSOCIATES is urgently seeking 

freelance programmers to cover all 

formats for its new brands: 

Pirate-Budget software, 

CRYSYS-8 & 16 bit software 

Send submissions to Leigh Richards 

Software Publishing Associates, 

Units 1 & 2, The Alice Owen Technology 

Centre, 251 Goswell Road, London EC1V 7JU 
Or Tel: 01-278 2377 
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4 continued from page 43 

An upgraded version of EA's excel- 
lent graphics package. New fea 
tures include a Perspective facility 
Which allows you to rotate any 
object in three dimensions in order 
to create perspective graphics. It's 
not cheap, but it's probably the 
best graphics utility currently avait 
able for the Amiga. 

IBM PC and 
Compatibles 

Program Lords of Conquest Type 
Stralegy Price £14.95 Supplier 
Electronic Arts, Langley Business 
Centre, 11-49 Station Road, Lang 
ley. Nr Slough, Berks SL3 BYN. 

Program Tracker Type 
Price £19.95 Suppli 
64-76 New Oxtord Street, Lone 

Jp VIA 1P5. 

IBM version of Rainbird's 
strategy game (and yes. it 
gy despite the arcad 

трех 

А short story by James Fo 

Program World Tour Golf Type 
Sports simulation Price £19.95 
Supplier Electronic Arts. Langley 
Business Centre, 11-49 Station 
Road, Langley, Nr Slough, Berks 
SL3 BYN. 

Sinclair OL 

Program OL TurboQuill Type Apri 
cation Price £1350 microdrive or 
3} inch disc Supplier Athene Con 
sultants, 33 Holly Grove, Fareham 
Hants PO16 7UP. 

A program designed for use with QL 
Quill, which speeds up the text 
handling considerably, as well as 
adding some new functions, 

Program Word Master Type Appli- 
cation Price £14.95 Supplier Car. 

11 Marsh Street, Barrow in 
Furness, Cumbria LA14 2AE 

A wordprocessor with some simple 
graphics and multiple file handling 
facilities. 

Program The Calling Туре Adven- 
ture Price £1.99 (mail order only) 
Supplier Visual Dimensions, 59 

innery Lane, York YO2 1AH 

^ budget adventure from a new, 
small software house. Set in a mys: 
terious mansion, the game has а 
few rough edges but is otherwise 
Quite professional and well worth 

30 There's even an enhanced 
128 version on one side of the tape. 

ial Dimensions is currently look 
or a major software house to 
! ils games, so if anyone out 

' is interested drop them a line 
d tell hem Popular sent you). 

CHARTS 

1 (0) Mik Race Mastertronic 2 (6) Paperboy Ейе 3 (14) Super Robin Hood Code Masters 4 (4) Bun for Gold Alternative 5 (2) BMX Simulator Code Masters 8 (11) Cricket International Alternative 7 (5) Exolon Hewson 8 (8) Destructo Bulldog. 9 (18) Avenger Gremlin Graphics 10 (7) Barbarian Palace 33 (3) Road Runner US Gold 12 (15) Back to the Future Firebird 18 (-) Four Great Games Micro Value 14 (-) Wizbal Ocean 15 (9) Kik Start 2 Mastertronic 16 (-) Nick Faldo's Open Golf BugByte 17 (16) Football Manager Addictive 18 (-) АСЕ2 Cascade 19 (10) The last Ninja System 3 20 (-) River Raid Firebird 
All figures compiled by Gallup/Computer Trade Weekly 

NEW RELEASES}; 
Program Bounces Type Arcade 
Price £1.99 Supplier Firebird, 
64-76 New Oxford Street, London 
WETA 1PS. 

An old Beyond title now re-released 
as а budget game. i's а sort of 
futuristic squash game for two 
layers, both of whom are tied to 
the walls of the court by elastic 
торе. It's not easy to master, but it 

Program Samurai Trilogy Type Ar. 
cade Price £7 99 Supplier Gremlin 
Graphics, Alpha House, 10 Carver 
Street, Sheffield S1 AFS, 
For some reason there's been a 
rush of martial arts games recently 
This one offers a bit of variety by 
giving you three different martial 
Skills to master, but | can't help 
thinking that few of these games does make excellent value lor 

£1.99, have really gone any further than 
ood old Exploding Fist. 

UM: һб» 0 
BEB 

"9а 

D» being assaulted by some of the worst poetry I've ‘ever had to wade through in the instructions for this game ! persevered and loaded it up. And, On The Tiles turned out to be pretty good fun. 
The simplest way of describing it is to call it a kind of fe- line shoot ‘em up. You play the part of a wild alley cat who is out to gain control of his territory. You do this by prowling the streets and searching out fish bones, and by tackling the other animals that are around. 
The worst of these are the “kitty hawks” that come swooping down from the skies and are instantly fatal if they touch you. The hedgehogs are deadly too, whilst frogs and fleas just drain energy (ten fleas and you lose one of your nine lives). And occasionally you'll get a boot chucked at you from a window, or meet up with another cat who's looking for a fight. 
Like any alley cat worth its salt you can leap on to Convenient railings, window ledges, and so on, and spit nasty green stuff which will despatch the other wildlife. A minor imitation is the way that the kitty hawks will Sometimes fly on from one side of the screen before you сап do anything about them, or they'll swoop down from an angle that doesn't allow you to spit at them. This can cost You a few lost lives, but otherwise the game plays very well. The animation of the cat is excellent 

jumps through the streets, 
can't turn and change dire 

This can also cause a lot of lost lives but to make up for that there are occasional bouts of invulnerability (though Гуе no idea what causes these, and there's no mention of it in the instructions). The positions of the fish bones and the paths to them are fixed, which may mean that the game will lack variety over a long period, but it does make a nice change from flying spaceships past hordes of aliens (even if the principle is the same). 
Cliff Joseph 

Program On The Tiles Type Arcade Micro C64 Price £7.95 tape, £12.95 disc Supplier Firebird, 64-76 New Oxford Street, London WC1A 1PS. 
E 
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ZIGGURAT 

of the 
'our computer has just broken. You 
ind it is uneconomic to have it 

repaired, so you buy a new one of the 
same type. You can load in all your old 
programs and data, and they run just as 
before. 
Some American scientists have related 

this idea to a prospect of immortality for 
human beings. According to Albert Rosen 
field, writing in Prolongevity II (knopf, 1985, 
$19.00), Professor Bernard Strehler has 
proposed a machine for downloading the 
program and dala from the human brain 
into a durable medium, where it would be 
kept until such time as a replacement body 
can be made, This idea has re-appeared in 
other futurist books and gives a new mean 
ing to the word downloading, 

In Scientific and Engineering Problem 
Solving with the Computer, Professor Wil- 
liam Bennett suggests thal the brain of a 
Creative artist could be modelled by a 
"sieve" into which is fed random noise, and 
outputs words. A simple experiment, per- 
formed as an example to the programming 
techniques that the book aims to teach, 
examines how a three level sieve set up 
from a Shakespeare play can produce 
vaguely Shakespeare -like English. Obvious- 
ly it left a great deal to the imagination, but 
Professor Bennett speculated as to what 
higher level sieves could produce. 

However, to be honest, no one really has 
the slightest idea as to how to record the 
program and data from the human brain 
The trouble is that we have not evolved 
cassette ports or optical disc interfaces! 

All is not lost, though, as a Michigan 
University professor has another idea. That 
is to freeze the entire remains of a dead 
person in liquid nitrogen. In the future, 
argues Professor Robert Ettinger, it should 

Permanent storage 
future 
be possible to obtain the ‘program and 
data’ from the dead brain even if it itself 
cannot be restored to life. 

As the brain is essentially a chemically 
operated unit, there could well be chemical 
remains of memories. These remains may 
only be of molecular size, but molecular 
sized machines could recover them. This is 
suggested in Eric K Drexler's book Engines 
о! Creation (Doubleday 1986) 

The MIT professor provides a logical 
pathway from present day technology to 
опе where molecular sized machines can 
be used to compute and to fabricate 
anything from rocket motors to replace- 
ment human bodies. 

їп California, there are organisations that 
freeze just the heads of dead people, on the 
basis that it is uneconomic to retain the rest 
of the body. Their charge for the whole 
body is three times as much as for the head 
only. Professor Ettinger is unwilling to offer 
heads only or neuropreservation on public 
relations grounds, but his charges are only 
a third of the Californians’ as he places 
greater reliance on future recovery ability. 
Also, he is unable to offer services to 
anyone outside of his own locality unless 
they have their remains delivered there. 
Опе of the Californian organisations, 

Alcor, is represented in the UK by Mizar Ltd 
Readers may have seen Mizar's president, 
Mr Max O'Connor, being interviewed by 
Terry Wogan recently, and he has also 
appeared with Frank Bough on BBC Break- 
fast Time. There will be a future episode of 
Where There's Life on cryonic suspension, 
as the process is known. In the Midlands, 
there was a whole hour's programme on the 
subject in Donohos, and there has been 
press coverage. 

John de Rivaz 

PUZZLE} 

Puzzle No 274 
Professor Otto Hex was addressing his Friday 
afternoon class. 

‘A little problem for you to solve over the 
weekend," he announced, "In this alphamatic, 
we have a simple mulliplicalion, but | have 
indicated an odd number with an 'O' and an even 
number with an 'E', so you see - nothing could. 
be simpler. Of course, the O's do not infer that it 
is the same odd number digit that is used, and 
similarly it is not necessarily the same even digit 
(and you may include zero as an even number) 

oto 
OE 

о|от m|mo| о|хх Е 

Unfortunately, three о! the letters (as indicated 
by the x's) were so badly written that it was 
impossible to decide if they were E s or O's, and 
the Prolessor had swept up his papers and had 
departed. 

However, it should still be possible to work oi 
the actual sum. 

Solution to Puzzle No 269 
The smallest triangle which can be divided in 
exactly four ways is one with 24,531 counters, 
with a side length of 221 counters. 

This can be split into the following four small 
triangles, 

1953 (62) and 22578 (212) 
3003 (77) and 21528 (207) 
7140 (119) and 17391 (186) 
8778 (132) and 15753 (177) 

While there are smaller triangles which will 
divide more than four ways, this is the smallest 
which will split exactly four times. 

Winner of Puzzle No 269 
This week's winner is M W Peters, of Blandford, 
Dorset, who vill receive £10, 

Rules. 
The closing date for Puzzle 274 is September 30. 

{HACKERS 

[you want, FORGET laptops... 
es Gwen, if its REAL porlability}- Getting a wristwatch comput 

was the besl move Lever made! 
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